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FILIPINO

1. Luisa: Kamusta.

2. Ana: Kamusta.

3. Luisa: Kamusta ka na?

4. Ana: Mabuti naman. Salamat. Ikaw, kamusta ka na?

5. Luisa: Ganoon pa rin, gaya noon.

ENGLISH

1. Luisa: Hello.

2. Ana: Hello.

3. Luisa: How have you been?

4. Ana: Fine. Thanks. How about you?

5. Luisa: Still the same as before.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

ganoon in that manner adverb

gaya similar to, like adjective

noon at that time, in the past adverb

naman
accordingly; the same 

manner; likewise; similarly adverb
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ka you (singular) pronoun

Kamusta Hello, How are you?, How? interjection

Salamat Thanks (informal) expression

mabuti good, fine adjective

na now; already particle

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ganoon ba?  
"Is that  so?"

Ang payong ni Mary ay gaya ng sa akin. 
"Mary’s umbrella is similar to mine."

Malungkot  ako noon. 
"I was sad at  that  t ime."

Siguro naman. 
"I think so."

Hindi naman masakit . 
"It ’s not  so painful."

Pareho naman kami ng gust o. 
"We both like the same things."

Nakit a ka ni Maria. 
"Maria saw you."

Nakipag kilala ka ba?  
"Did you int roduce yourself?”

Kamust a ka?  
"How are you?"

Kamust a na ang mga bat a?  
"How are the children?"

Kamust a, Maria. 
"Hello, Maria."

Salamat ! 
"T hank you!"

Maraming salamat  po. 
"T hank you very much."

Maraming salamat  sa regalo mo. 
"T hank you very much for your 
gif t ."

mabut i ako.

"I'm f ine."

Kumain ka na ba?

"Have you eaten already?"
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Kamust a ka na?  
"How are you?"

Ilang t aon ka na?  
"How old are you?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Ka 

Ka literally means "you." However, it is commonly used in questions and commands rather 
than statements. Ka is never used to start a statement or a question. It usually follows a verb, 
an adjective or phrase describing the subject. 

Verb: Kumain ka ba? - "Did you eat?" 

Adjective: Magaling ka ba? - "Are you good?" 

Phrase: Kamusta ka na? - "How are you?" 

Command: Kumain ka ng saging. - "You should eat bananas." 

Statement: Maganda ka. - "You are beautiful." 

Ka can be used to address both genders and is also used for both formal and informal 
Filipino. 

Na 

Na means "now" or "already." Na emphasizes that the action being described has already 
been done, currently being done at the moment, or will now be done. Na is very flexible and it 
can be used along with the present, past and future forms of the verbs. 

Present: Kumakain na - "Now eating" 

Past: Kumain na - "Has already eaten" 

Future: Kakain na - "Will eat now" 

It never starts the sentence and rather is usually seen after the verbs. It is used to address 
both genders and is acceptable in both formal and informal Filipino. 

Mabuti 

Mabuti, which means "fine" or "good" expresses the current state of the person/subject. 
Mabuti can be used to describe the condition of people, places, events, things. Mabuti can 
stand alone as a sentence by itself and can be used for both genders and formal and 
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informal settings, though it is more used in formal situations. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Greet ings in Filipino 
Kamusta. 
"Hello." 
 

Kamusta is a very useful word. It is commonly used as a greeting between people who have 
just met, up to close relationships. Kamusta is also used to ask the current state of a person, 
place, thing, or an event. It is customary that upon meeting or seeing a person, whether it's 
the first meeting or not, kamusta should be used. If the person is really close, he/she would 
use ikamusta which is in the future tense of the verb in saying ikamusta mo na lang ako sa 
pamilya mo which translates to "please send my regards to your family." The greeting 
kamusta generally requires a response mabuti (naman) which works the same with the English 
greeting how are you and the response "Fine. Thanks" if the person is doing well. 

 Kamusta and Musta
 

  Kamusta is used in both formal and informal situations and also used for both feminine and 
masculine. It doesn't have a plural form and is used in the same way whether the subject is 
singular or in plural form. Musta is a more informal slang that people commonly use among 
close friends. 

1. Kamusta na sila? (plural subject) 
 "How are they?"

2. Musta na? (informal) 
 "How are you?

 Examples from t his Dialogue
 
 

1. Kamusta. 
"Hello/How are you?"

2. Kamusta ka na? 
"How have you been?"

 Sample  Sent ences
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1. Kamusta na ang mga proyekto natin? (thing) 
 "How are our projects doing?"

2. Kamusta na si Inay? (person-feminine) 
 "How is my mother?"

 Language  T ip
 

  To emphasize more, Uy! is usually used before Kamusta. Uy! Kamusta? which literally 
means: "Hey! How are you?" Although, it is more commonly used in informal situations and 
between close friends. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Meet ing Cust oms in t he  Philippines
 
 

No specific gesture is required and varies among Filipinos, although there are some 
commonly used gestures such as a handshake for formal/business relations. Among friends 
waving their hands when they see each other before saying kamusta is very common. Most 
women greet their close female friends with a kiss on the cheek while at the same time 
uttering kamusta. Filipino men sometimes pat each other on the shoulder if they are close 
friends as a greeting. The common and general response to Kamusta? is Mabuti (naman) 
even if the person isn't doing well. This shows how optimistic Filipinos view their life even if 
they are going through some hardships. 
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FILIPINO

1. Ana: Kamusta. Ako po si Ana.

2. Maya: Kamusta. Ako po si Maya.

3. Ana: Ikinagagalak kong makilala ka.

4. Maya: Ako rin. Masaya akong makilala ka.

ENGLISH

1. Ana: Hello. My name is Ana.

2. Maya: Hi! I'm Maya.

3. Ana: It's a pleasure to meet you.

4. Maya: I'm happy to meet you too.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

ako I, me pronoun

po
word indicating politeness 

(sir/ma’am) particle

si am, is article

ikinagagalak to be glad verb

makilala to meet, to know verb

rin (din) too, also adverb

ko I, me, my, mine pronoun
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masaya happy adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ako ay maganda. 
"I am beaut if ul."

Ako ay Pilipino. 
"I'm Filipino."

Ako ay si Maria. 
"I'm Maria."

Nakat ira ako sa New York. 
"I live in New York."

Magandang araw po. 
"Good day [sir/ma’am]"

Pakisara po ng bint ana. 
"Please close the window."

Si Ana ay kumakant a. 
"Ana is singing."

Ikinagagalak ko na pumunt a ka. 
"It ’s a pleasure that  you came."

Gust o ko siyang makilala. 
"I want  to meet  him."

Nakilala mo ba siya?  
"Did you meet  her?"

Malaki r in ang kwart o ni Maria. 
"Maria’s room is big too."

Paborit o ko ang kant ang iyan. 
"T hat  song is my favorite."

Nat ut unan ko it o sa language school. 
"I learned it  at  a language school."

Si Ana ay masaya. 
"Ana is happy."

Ang masayang magkasint ahan ay nagyayakapan sa t abing-dagat .

"T he happy couple is hugging on the beach."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Po 
 Po is unique to the Filipino language. It has no direct meaning but most of the time it can be 
interpreted as addressing the person you are talking to as sir or ma'am to express their 
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superiority over you. It is often used as a politeness indicator. If you want to be polite in 
speaking, you can use po in every statement. Po can be used in the middle or at the end of 
the sentence. 

In the middle of the sentence: Kumain na po ba kayo? - "Have you eaten?" 

At the end of the sentence: Salamat po. - "Thank you." 

Most of the time, po is used in between the verb and the subject or the subject and the 
predicate. 

In between the verb/adjective and subject: Natutulog po sila. - "They are sleeping." 

In between the subject and the predicate: Si Ana po ang pinsan ko. - "Ana is my cousin." 

Po can be used regardless of the gender and is used even in informal speaking to express 
politeness or sincerity. 

Ako 
 Ako literally means "I." It is widely used in the Filipino language. In some cases it can also 
mean "me." Ako has no gender and is used by both female and male, young or old. In formal 
Filipino, "ako" is used normally at the beginning of the sentence followed by the predicate. 
Ako (subject) + predicate 

For example: Ako ay matutulog na. - "I will sleep now." 

However, in informal Filipino (which is more commonly used in speaking) ako is used after 
the verb/adjective that describes the subject then followed by the object Verb/Adjective + 
Subject + Object/Predicate. 

Example: Matutulog ako sa kama. "I will sleep on the bed. 

Rin 
 Rin literally means too. It usually follows after the subject of the sentence. It is also found at 
the end of the sentence. The use and position of "rin" is similar to how "too" is used in the 
English language. 

For example: Ako rin. - "Me too." This is subject + rin  

Si Ana ay maganda rin. - "Ana is beautiful too." This is subject + predicate + rin 

Rin has no gender and thus can be used for both male and female speakers. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Int roducing Yourself/Saying Your  Name  
 Kamusta! Ako po si Ana. 
 "Hello! I'm 
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Ana."
 
 

The main structure of the phrase is Greeting (kamusta) + Ako [po] si + name. 

"Hello/Hi" + "I am" + name. 

Ako po si (formal) is used when you introduce yourself. In shorter versions we can omit Ako 
and just say "Name + po" to introduce yourself. The latter is much more widely used in daily 
conversations, usually formal. Ako si (omitting the po) is used when you introduce yourself in 
informal situations. This structure applies to all genders and has no restrictions on who can 
use it. It is very similar to the English structure "I am + name." However it can also be 
translated into "My name is." The direct translation of "My name is" [Ang pangalan ko po ay 
Ana] is rarely used in everyday speaking but can be used in writing. 

To express greater politeness po is also added at the end of the greeting: Greeting + po + 
Ako po si + name. Magandang umaga po. Ako po si Ana. - "Good morning! I'm Ana." 
   

Ako (po) si + "Name" and "Name" + po 

Either form is acceptable in formal Filipino. As long as the second pattern doesn't omit the 
po, it is still considered polite. The same goes with the first pattern. Omitting the word po 
makes it lose its politeness factor and is considered no longer polite, and is not 
recommended to use in formal settings. 

For example: 

1. Ako po si Ana 
 "I'm Ana."

2. Ana po. 
 "I'm Ana."

 Examples from t his Dialogue
 
 

1. Kamusta. Ako po si Ana. 
"Hello. I'm Ana."

2. Kamusta. Ako po si Maya.  
 "Hi, I'm Maya."

 Sample  
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Sentences
 
 

1. Ako po si Julie. 
"I'm Julie."

2. Ako po si Paolo. 
 "I'm Paolo."

 Language  T ip
 

  
 If it is necessary for you to say your full name, the same pattern is used. Ako po si [full name]. 
Note that in the Philippines people call each other by their first names once they are already 
close or they are at the same post/level. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Meet ing Et iquet t e  in t he  Philippines
 

There are no specific gestures used when introducing yourself in the Philippines. A 
handshake or a hand wave is usually common but not required. In formal situations like in 
the office, a handshake is the most commonly accepted gesture. Introducing yourself is the 
same for both male and female which shows how Filipinos treat both genders equally. Note 
that po is often used, which shows how respectful Filipinos are to each other. Generally 
introducing yourself isn't that hard. Just give a big smile at the person and say the key 
phrase and you'll be fine. 
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FILIPINO

1. Cora: Magandang umaga! Tuloy po kayo.

2. Joyce: Salamat. May regalo ako para sa'yo.

3. Cora: Talaga? Maraming salamat!

4. Joyce: Walang anuman.

ENGLISH

1. Cora: Good morning. Please come in!

2. Joyce: Thanks. I have a gift for you.

3. Cora: Oh really? Thank you very much!

4. Joyce: You're welcome.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

magandang umaga good morning expression

tuloy
to come in, to proceed, to 

go ahead verb

kayo you pronoun

Salamat Thanks (informal) expression

regalo gift noun

mayroon to possess verb

para for preposition
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iyo (sa iyo/sa’yo) yours (singular) pronoun

talaga really expression

walang anuman
don’t mention it, no 

problem, you’re welcome expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Magandang umaga sa inyong lahat ! 
"Good morning to all of  you!"

Magandang umaga, nakat ulog ka ba 
ng mahimbing?  
"Good morning, did you sleep 
well?"

Tuloy po kayo sa bahay namin. 
"Please come in our house."

Nasaan na kayo?  
"Where are you?"

Nasaan na po kayo?  
"Where are you?"

Salamat ! 
"T hank you!"

Maraming salamat  po. 
"T hank you very much."

Maraming salamat  sa regalo mo. 
"T hank you very much for your 
gif t ."

Siya ay binigyan ko ng regalo. 
"I gave her a gif t ."

Mayroon akong pulang sapat os. 
"I have red shoes."

Mayroon kayong Tsino informat ion 
guide?  
"Do you have a Chinese 
informat ion guide?"

Para kanino it o?  
"Who is this for?"

Sa iyo ba it o?  
"Is this yours?"

Tot oo ba t alaga ang nakit a ko?  
"Was what  I saw really t rue?"
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Gust o ko t alaga ang pagkaing it o. 
"I really like this food."

Walang anuman. 
"You’re welcome."

Walang anuman, wala yon. 
"You're welcome, it  was nothing."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Magandang umaga 
 Magandang umaga literally means "good morning." It is commonly used and is one of the 
most basic phrases in the Filipino language. Maganda literally means "beautiful" or "pretty" 
and umaga means morning. So maganda + umaga = magandang umaga wishes a beautiful 
morning for the person he/she is greeting. Other greetings during the day are as follows: 

Magandang tanghali: "Good afternoon." Used from 12:00 to 15:00 
Magandang hapon: Good afternoon. Used from 15:00 to 18:00 
Magandang gabi: Good evening. Used from 18:00 onwards. 

Tuloy 
Tuloy means "come in." It can be used to welcome visitors to your house/home. It can also 
be used to welcome guests or customers in establishments like restaurants, salons, 
department stores and the like. Most establishments in the Philippines have the word tuloy 
po kayo on their shop doors. Tuloy is used regardless of the gender and the number may be 
singular or plural. 
 
 
 Talaga 
 Tagala or "really" is used much like how it's used in the English language. Talaga expresses 
doubt if used in a question and emphasis and certainty when it is used in a sentence. Talaga 
is an adverb, so naturally it follows a verb/noun/adjective that it modifies. Talaga can be used 
in both genders and is the same for singular and plural subjects/objects. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Saying "t hank you." 
Salamat! 
Maraming Salamat! 
"Thank you." 
"Thank you very much!" 
 

Salamat is a very useful word in the Filipino language. You can almost hear it every day in the 
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Philippines. Salamat can mean "thank you" or "thanks." The form doesn't change whether it's 
a formal or informal setting. It's also used by both genders; generally everyone can use the 
word and there are no restrictions to it. Also, adding po after salamat makes it more polite: 
salamat po. Now to express greater appreciation, the word maraming is added. Maraming 
comes from the adjective marami which means "many." So adding Maraming ("many") + 
salamat ("thanks") expresses greater appreciation. Combining the two: Maraming + salamat + 
po is the best way of showing gratitude since it expresses greater appreciation and 
politeness. 

Salamat + name/Maraming salamat 

If you want to say the name of the person you are giving thanks to, it's really easy. You just 
have to add their name after you say salamat. If you want to use the polite version salamat po 
then insert the name after po. 

Polite More Polite Most Polite

Salamat. Maraming salamat. Maraming salamat po.

For example: 

1. Salamat po Miss Carol. 
 "Thank you Miss Carol"

2. Maraming salamat po. 
 "Thank you very much!"

 Examples from t his Dialogue  
 

1. Maraming salamat! 
"Thank you very much!"

2. Salamat. 
 "Thank you."

 Sample  Sentences 
 

 

1. Hindi ka na dapat nag-abala! Salamat po! 
 "Oh, you shouldn't have! Thank you."
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2. Maraming salamat sa binigay mong regalo. 
 "Thank you very much for the gift that you gave me."

 Language  T ip
 

Salamat can also be sarcastic the same way as thanks can be used in the English language. 
For example, when somebody gives you a lot of work you reply to them with "Thanks a lot!" 
which doesn't really mean you're thankful but rather the opposite. You can also use salamat 
in the same manner Salamat! but with a sarcastic tone similar to the tone you'd use in the 
English version. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Visit ing Someone  in t he  Philippines
 

When visiting someone at their home it is considered polite to bring a small gift like sweets, 
snacks or fruits, but never give them money because this is considered rude. If your friend 
invited you or they are expecting you at their home, expect that they have cooked the best 
meal and they have prepared their best utensils and plates that they don't even use in their 
daily life. This shows how guests are important in the Philippines; there are several things 
that the people don't use and are marked as for guests only, and most of the time they are 
the best things that the family has. 

Also, when visiting someone at the hospital you should bring some gifts like fruits or flowers 
and a get well soon card. Filipinos often visit their friends who are hospitalized and they 
often are very loud and cheerful when they go for a visit. This shows how happy people 
Filipinos are—they always want to make everyone happy. 
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FILIPINO

1. Michelle: Aray! Paumanhin po!

2. Daisy: Bakit po? Ano pong nangyari?

3. Michelle: Inaapakan niyo po ang paa ko.

4. Daisy: Ah, pasensya na po! Hindi ko po talaga sinasadya!

ENGLISH

1. Michelle: Ouch! Excuse me.

2. Daisy: Yes? What happened?

3. Kyla: You're stepping on my foot.

4. Michelle: Oh, I'm sorry. I didn't do it on purpose.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

sadyain to do intentionally verb

aray! ouch! interjection

Paumanhin
I’m sorry (traditional 

informal) expression

bakit why adverb

ninyo you/your pronoun

pasensya/patawad sorry adjective

apakan to tread, to step on verb
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hindi no, not, don't, can't adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Sinadya niya na it ulak si Ted. 
"He pushed T ed on purpose."

Aray! Ang sakit  ng ulo ko. 
"Ouch! My head hurts."

Paumanhin po. Makikiraan lang po. 
"Excuse me. Coming through."

Pasensya na, hindi ko na uulit in. 
"I'm sorry, I won't  do it  again."

Bakit  po ninyo ako pinat awag?  
"Why did you call me here?"

Hindi po ba ninyo nakit a?  
"You didn’t  see it?"

Pasensya na po. Hindi na po mauulit . 
"I’m sorry. It  won’t  happen again."

Naapakan ni Ana ang lapis. 
"Ana stepped on the pencil."

Hindi ko alam. 
"I do not  know."

Hindi siya t umayo. 
"He did not  stand."

Hindi ko masundan ang sinasabi mo. 
"I can’t  f ollow what  you are 
saying.”

Sinabi ko ng "Hindi"! 
"I said 'No'!"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Aray! 

Aray! is the interjection used to express ache or pain. Its English counterpart is "Ouch! " 
Sometimes Filipinos shorten the word to Ah! instead of Aray! and sometimes they make it 
longer with Aray ko po! which all means "it hurts!" and has the same degree of pain 
regardless whether it's the shorter or longer version. When Filipinos say the word aray! they 
tend to repeat it over and over while they are still feeling the pain. Aray is used by both males 
and females. 

Bakit?  
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The word bakit can be used both as an adverb and an interjection. It directly means "why?" 
When used as an adverb, its function is the same with the way "why" functions. It can stand 
alone as a sentence and is used to start the statement and is commonly used as a question. 
When bakit is used as an interjection it merely expresses the person's confused feeling. When 
used as an interjection bakit doesn't really ask for an answer but just to express the feeling of 
the speaker. 

Ninyo 
 Ninyo is a pronoun for "you/your." In most cases, the usage is plural but it can also be used 
in the singular sense when using the polite/formal form. It can also refer to males and 
females. Sometimes niyo is shortened to nyo and is commonly heard in daily conversations 
[informal setting]. 

For example: 

"you": Hindi ninyo ako pinakinggan. "You did not listen to me" 

"your": Alam ko na ang sikreto ninyo. "I know your secrets." 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Saying "excuse  me" and Being Sorry in Filipino.  
 Ah! Pasensya na po 
 "Oh, I'm sorry." 
  

  Paumanhin is an adjective which expresses sorrow, regret or requests a favor. Therefore it 
can mean "excuse me and sorry" at the same time. Pasensya is also an adjective which 
expresses the speaker's apologies, it can also mean to request an understanding from the 
listener. 

There are many words in the Filipino language that can be used to express the speaker's 
intention. 

Patawad is the most common term for being sorry. It comes from the word "Patawarin" which 
means "To forgive." The word patawad is very useful because this word already expresses 
that you're sorry and that you're asking for forgiveness. 

Filipino English Translat ion Usage

paumanhin excuse me; sorry To express sorrow, regret or 
to request a favor.

pasensya sorry

To apologize and request 
an understanding from the 
listener.
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patawad sorry To say sorry and ask 
forgiveness.

 Mawalang-galang po, Makiki-istorbo po, Makikiraan po
 
 

Mawalang-galang po is the direct translation of "excuse me" in the Filipino language. 
However, it is seldom used in daily conversations. Makiki-istorbo on the other hand means to 
bother the person for a certain time or to politely ask to take some of the person's time. The 
full sentence is Pwede po ba kayong maistorbo? ("Can I bother you for a while?") also 
functions quite the same as "excuse me." Makikiraan po is used when there is a crowd and 
you want to pass through. It literally means to give way. 

Mawalang-galang po.

Excuse me (very polite). Used only in 
formal situations for instance with people 
superior to you or to the elderly.

Makiki-istorbo po. To ask the person to be bothered for a 
couple of minutes.

Makikiraan po.

To ask people to give way when in a 
crowd. It can be used too when you want 
to get out of the train especially when there 
are a lot of people.

For example: 

1. Mawalang-galang po, may naghahanap po sa inyo. 
 "Excuse me, someone is looking for you"

2. Makiki-istorbo po, maari po ba akong magpaturo? 
 "Excuse me, can you please teach me?

3. Makikiraan po mahuhuli na po ako sa klase. 
 "Excuse me, please let me though, I'll be late for class.

 Examples from t his Dialogue
 
 

1. Aray! Paumanhin po. 
 "Ouch! Excuse me"
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2. Ah! Pasensya na po! 
 "Ah! I'm sorry!"

 Sample  Sentences
 
 

1. Paumanhin po. Maari po ba akong pumasok? 
 "Excuse me. Can I come in please?"

2. Patawad po hindi ko po kayo nakilala. 
 "I'm sorry. I did not recognize you."

 Language  T ip
 
 

Sorry and excuse me are also widely used in the Philippines in being sorry. You can make it 
Filipino version by adding the politeness marker po at the end of the words. For example you 
can say Sorry po and Excuse me po. This is widely used by the younger generation in the 
Philippines. The Filipinos have made "sorry" and "excuse me" their own by adding po to 
them. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

When you have done something wrong to someone close to you or to a superior, it is 
customary that you give them small presents or tokens as a sign of sincerity and asking for 
forgiveness; this is commonly referred to as a "peace offering." The assumption is that you 
are at war with somebody and you don't want to fight anymore so you give them/offer them 
something to attain peace between the two of you hence, the term "peace offering." 

Also, if the person got a bit angry, normally people in the Philippines wait for some time 
before approaching and asking for forgiveness, this is in accordance with the idiomatic 
expression "Don't put water on a strong fire" or "Don't put bandage on a bleeding wound." 
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FILIPINO

1. Serbidora: Magandang gabi po! Tuloy po kayo.

2. Kustomer: Pahingi po ako ng menu.

3. Serbidora: Opo. Sandali lang po.

4. Kustomer: Pahingi rin po ng tubig.

5. Serbidora: Sige po. Sandali lang po.

6. Kustomer: Miss, kunin niyo na po ang order ko.

7. Serbidora: Sige po.

ENGLISH

1. Waitress: Good evening! Please come in.

2. Customer: Can I get the menu?

3. Waitress: Okay, just a moment, please.

4. Customer: Can I  also get some water?

5. Waitress: Yes. Please wait a moment.

6. Customer: Miss, could you please take my order?

7. Waitress: Okay.

VOCABULARY
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Filipino English Class

kunin to get verb

sige all right, sure, okay interjection

magandang gabi good evening expression

Opo yes (polite) adverb

ng of, functions as preposition preposition

sandali moment noun

lang just, only adverb

pahingi request verb

na now; already particle

tubig water noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Kunin mo ang pit aka ko. 
"Get  my wallet ."

Sige, pumapayag ako. 
"Alright . I agree."

Sige, t at awagan ko siya para sa iyo. 
"Alright , I will call him for you. "

Magandang gabi po sa inyo. 
"Good evening to you."

Magandang gabi, mga binibini at  
ginoo. 
"Good evening, ladies and 
gent lemen."

Opo. Naiint indihan ko po. 
"Yes. I understand."

Maari ba akong humingi ng kapalit ?  
"Can I ask for a replacement?"

Gaano ka na kat agal nag-aaral ng 
t agalog?  
"How long have you been studying 
Filipino?"

OO, gut om ako ng kaunt i 
"Yes, I'm a lit t le hungry."

OO, nagsasalit a ako ng mat at as. 
"Yes, I speak f luent ly."
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Mangyaring maghint ay lang po ng 
sandali. 
"Please wait  a moment ."

Ngayon ko lang it o nakit a. 
"I saw this just  now."

kumakain lang ako. 
"I'm just  eat ing."

Tubig lang, pakiusap. 
"Just  a water, please."

Pahingi naman ako ng pagkain mo. 
"Please give me some of  your 
food."

Kumain ka na ba?  
"Have you eaten already?"

Kamust a ka na?  
"How are you?"

Ilang t aon ka na?  
"How old are you?"

Uminom ka ng maraming t ubig. 
"Drink a lot  of  water."

Ang babae ay umiinom ng t ubig. 
"T he woman drinks water."

Tubig lang, pakiusap. 
"Just  a water, please."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Magandang gabi 

Magandang gabi is an interjection used to greet people in the Philippines during night time. 
Maganda, which means "pretty" or "beautiful," plus gabi, which means "evening," is 
commonly used. The adjective maganda can also be changed to maaliwalas ("happy") or any 
other positive adjective, usually starting with ma. In some cases, this can also mean "good 
night." Magandang gabi is used by both male and female speakers. 

Sandali 

Sandali is noun which means "a moment." Commonly, it is followed by the adjective lang, 
which just expresses the speaker's request to "wait for a moment." The complete phrase 
(polite) is Sandali lang po. This is what is commonly heard in conversations. However, there is 
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also another way to express this thought, which is Mangyaring maghintay po lamang ("Please 
wait a moment"). This is more formal and only used in formal settings and almost never in 
casual conversations. 

Sige 

Sige is an interjection used by the speaker to express his or her agreement. The meaning is 
"alright." If the speaker is being asked to do something, and he or she replies with Sige, it 
means that they are willing to do the action being requested. Sige can be used by both male 
and female speakers. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Asking for  Something and Saying "yes" and "no" 
 Pahingi po ako ng menu. 
 "Can I get  a menu?" 

  

Pahingi po ng tubig. 
"Can I get  some  water?"
 

Pahingi [po] + [ako] + ng + [item] is the polite way to ask for something in Filipino. The 
statement is usually immediately followed by expressing thanks [salamat], even before the 
person gives you what you have asked for. Pahingi is a verb which means "to request." Add 
that verb to the article ng, which marks the object being asked for, plus the item that you are 
asking for, and you have the common pattern for making requests. However, there are other 
more polite ways to make requests. One example is Maari po ba akong humingi ng tubig? 
("Can I please ask for a glass of water?"). Maari is an adjective which expresses "can" or "to 
be able to." To get this form, add maari to the question marker ba, plus akong, which is the 
subject, plus humingi (a verb conjugated from hingi, a noun that means "request"), plus the 
article ng, plus the item being requested. 

Pahingi, humingi, bigyan
 
 

There are several conjugations from the root word hingi, which is a noun that means "a 
request." These are used to request something in Filipino. One is pahingi, which is commonly 
found at the start of the sentence. Another is humingi, which usually follows after the polite 
phrase Maari ba plus the subject and directly translates to "Can I?" 

However, if the statement is not a request but an order, the verb bigyan or "give" is used 
instead of pahingi. The sentence pattern would be Bigyan mo po ako ng plus the item being 
requested. Notice that the pronoun mo, which means "you," is added in this case. 

For example: 
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1. Pahingi po ako ng papel. 
"Please give me some papers."

2. Maari po ba akong humingi ng papel? 
 "Can I ask for some papers?"

3. Maari mo ba akong bigyan ng papel? 
 "Can you give me some papers?"

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Pahingi po ako ng menu. 
"Can I get a menu?"

2. Pahingi na rin po ng tubig. 
"Can I also get some water?"

 Sample  Sentences
 

1. Pahingi po ako ng pagkain. 
"Can I ask for some food?"

2. Maari po akong humingi ng pagkain? 
"Can I ask for some food?"

There are many ways on how to ask for something in Filipino. However, the important thing is 
to always say "thank you" (Salamat) after the requesting statement since it is customary to 
do so in the Philippines. You should thank the person you are asking for a favor in advance, 
regardless of whether they agree to your request. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Fast  Food in t he  Philippines
 

Fast food chains are more common than restaurants in the Philippines. Popular fast food 
chains in the Philippines almost offer the same range and kind of products at the same 
prices. Popular fast food menus include fried chicken with rice or spaghetti, french fries, 
burgers, sundaes, and other rice meals. McDonald's is one of the most popular fast food 
chain in the Philippines, although what's different is that McDonald's restaurants in the 
Philippines also offer rice meals. 
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FILIPINO

1. Jane: Uy, Maya ikaw na ba iyan?

2. Maya: Jane! Ang tagal na nating hindi nagkita!

3. Jane: Oo nga eh. Ang tagal na nating hindi nagkita! Kamusta ka na?

ENGLISH

1. Jane: Oh, Maya? Is that you?

2. Maya: Jane! It's been a while!

3. Jane: Yeah, it's been a while! How are you doing now?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

oo nga yes, yeah interjection

tayo we pronoun

makita to see verb

uy hey! interjection

ikaw you pronoun

ba
an exclamation/particle 

expressing wonder, surprise, 
doubt, or disgust

interjection/particle

iyan that pronoun

ang the article

matagal for a long time adjective

hindi no, not, don't, can't adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Oo nga, ang lakas ng ulan. 
"Yeah, the rain is pouring hard."

Hindi t ayo magkaibigan. 
"We’re not  f riends."

Hindi t ayo maaaring umalis. 
"We cannot  leave."

Kailangan mo ba siyang makit a?  
Do you need to see her?

Uy, kamust a ka na?  
"Hey, how are you?"

Ikaw ba ang gumawa nit o?  
"Did you make this?"

Ganun ba?  
"Is that  so?"

Hindi ba?  
"Isn’t  it?"

Iyan ang sinabi niya sa akin. 
"T hat  is what  he said to me."

Iyan ba ang bahay mo?  
"Is that  your house?"

Iyang isang piraso ng keso ay hindi sa 
iyo. 
"T hat  piece of  cheese is not  
yours."

Ang bat a ay mat aba. 
"T he kid is f at ."

Mat aas ang nakuha niyang marka. 
"He got  high marks."

OO, gust o ko lalo na ang  Adobo. 
"Yes, I especially love Adobo."

Ang pangalan ko ay Jane Doe. 
"My name is Jane Doe."

Ang langit  ay bughaw. 
"T he sky is blue."

Mat agal akong naghint ay dit o. 
"I waited here for a long t ime."

Hindi ko alam. 
"I do not  know."

Hindi siya t umayo. 
"He did not  stand."

Hindi ko masundan ang sinasabi mo. 
"I can’t  f ollow what  you are 
saying.”
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Sinabi ko ng "Hindi"! 
"I said 'No'!"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Uy 

Uy! is a popular interjection in the Philippines which directly translates to "Hey!" It is used to 
call the attention of others and is mostly used in casual or informal conversations. It is often 
said first before the main statement in order to grab the listener's attention and imply, "Listen 
to what I have to say." It also gives the listener the impression that what will follow will be of 
interest to him or her. Uy! can be used by both male and female speakers. 

Oo nga. 

Oo nga. is an interjection used to express the speaker's agreement on the previous statement 
made. Most of the time it is an agreement to a negative statement rather than a positive 
statement. The phrase is used in casual conversations and rarely in formal situations. It can 
be used by both male and female 

Ba 

Ba is a particle commonly used in questions. It also serves as an interjection which 

As a question particle: 

Masakit po ba? - "Does it hurt?" 

As an interjection: 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Greet ing Someone  You Haven't  Seen For  a Long T ime. 
 "Uy, Maya ikaw na ba yan? Ang tagal nating hind nagkita!" 
 "Maya, is t hat  you?  It 's been a while."
 

Note that the first statement, Uy, plus name, plus ikaw na ba yan," is in informal Filipino and 
means "Hey, is that you?" This is used to grab the person's attention and express that some 
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time has passed and that the person's appearance might have changed during the interim. 
To make this statement formal, the speaker just mentions the name in a question tone with 
the person's title. For example, "Doctor Cruz?" can be used. On the other hand, the second 
statement Ang tagal nating hindi nagkita, which translates to, "It's been a while," is also in 
informal form but can be used in formal situations by simply adding the polite marker po. 
The formal statement now becomes Ang tagal po nating hindi nagkita, which expresses, "It's 
been a while" or, "We haven't seen each other for some time." 

Kamusta ka na? 

 
 

Note that after greeting the person, you have to immediately ask how they are doing since it 
is customary to do so. For informal situations, Kamusta ka na or Musta na is used. However, 
for the formal version, Kamusta na po kayo? is used. All of these phrases, whether formal or 
informal, just mean, "How are you?" or, "How have you been doing?" from the moment that 
the speakers haven't seen each other. 
  For example: 

1. Uy, Maria ikaw na ba iyan? Ang laki nang pinagbago mo! 
"Hey, Maria, is that you? You've changed a lot!"

2. Dr. Santos? Ang tagal po nating hindi nagkita. Kamusta na po kayo? 
"Dr. Santos, is that you? It's been awhile. How have you been?"

Examples from t his dialogue: 

1. Uy, Maya ikaw na ba yan? 
"Hey, Maya, is that you?"

2. James! Ang tagal nating hindi nagkita! 
"James! It's been a while."

 Sample  Sentences
 
 

1. Uy, Carol! Ang tagal nating hindi nagkita! Musta na? 
"Hey, Carol! It's been a while. How's life?"

2. Mary? Ang tagal nating hindi nagkita! Kamusta ka na? 
"Mary? It's been a while! How are you?"

 "Long t ime  no 
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see"
 

  
 In casual conversations, the phrase, "long time no see" is very popular with Filipinos. In 
informal settings, it is used as Uy, long time no see! Kamusta ka na? ("Hey, I haven't seen you 
in a while! How are you?"). It can also be used as a reply to the other speaker. For instance: 

1. A: Uy Carol ikaw na ba yan? Ang tagal nating hindi nagkita! Kamusta ka na? 
B: Oo nga eh, "long time no see." Maayos naman ako. Salamat 
A: "Hey, Carol is that you? It's been a while. How are you?" 
B: "Yeah, it's been a while. I'm fine. Thanks."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Greet ing Old Friends aft er  a Long Absence
 

When Filipinos see each other after a very long time, they usually hug each other if they're 
really close and give a pat on the back. They also make blunt and frank comments about 
how each other's appearance has changed over the years. Negative comments are usually 
taken as jokes and not seriously. Afterwards, if both have time, Filipinos usually ask the 
person immediately to head out and will treat them at a nearby restaurant or café. 
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FILIPINO

1. Tony: Kyla, ipinakikilala ko sa iyo si Angel, asawa ko.

2. Kyla: Angel? Kamusta, ako naman si Kyla.

3. Angel: Kamusta din Kyla. Kaibigan ka ni Tony hindi ba? Ikinagagalak 
kong makilala ka.

4. Kyla: Oo matalik kong kaibigan si Tony. Sa wakas, ipinakilala ka rin ni 
Tony sa akin.

ENGLISH

1. Tony: Kyla, this is my wife Angel.

2. Kyla: Angel? Hello, I'm Kyla.

3. Angel: Hello, Kyla. You are Tony's friend, right? Nice to meet you.

4. Kyla: Yes, Tony is my close friend. Finally, Tony introduced us.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

matalik close; intimate adjective

ipakilala to introduce verb

sa iyo to you, you, yours pronoun

asawa spouse; wife; husband noun

wakas end, finally noun

naman
accordingly; the same 

manner; likewise; similarly adverb
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kaibigan friend noun

ba
an exclamation/particle 

expressing wonder, surprise, 
doubt, or disgust

interjection/particle

hindi no, not, don't, can't adverb

oo yes noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Si Pedro ay mat alik na kaibigan ni 
Juan. 
"Pedro is Juan’s close f riend."

Ipinakikilala ko sa iyo si Joey, kapat id 
ko. 
"Let  me int roduce you to Joey, my 
brother."

Sa iyo ba it o?  
"Is this yours?"

Siya ba ang asawa mo?  
"Is she your wif e?"

Sa wakas nat apos ko r in! 
"Finally, I f inished it !"

Siguro naman. 
"I think so."

Hindi naman masakit . 
"It ’s not  so painful."

Pareho naman kami ng gust o. 
"We both like the same things."

Kaibigan mo ba siya?  
"Is she your f riend?"

Ganun ba?  
"Is that  so?"

Hindi ba?  
"Isn’t  it?"

Hindi ko alam. 
"I do not  know."

Hindi siya t umayo. 
"He did not  stand."

Hindi ko masundan ang sinasabi mo. 
"I can’t  f ollow what  you are 
saying.”
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Sinabi ko ng "Hindi"! 
"I said 'No'!"

Oo naiint indihan ko. 
"Yes, I understand."

OO, kakaiba it o. 
"Yes, it 's unique."

OO, nagsasalit a ako ng mat at as. 
"Yes, I speak f luent ly."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Hindi 

Hindi is an adverb which expresses disagreement. It's translated as "no" or "not," Although 
sometimes it can also be used to seek affirmation. 

For example: 

1. Hindi totoo ito. 
"This is not true." (disagreement)

2. Hindi ba? 
"Am I wrong?" (seek affirmation)

Iyo 

iyo / sa iyo / sa'yo means "you" / "yours" / "to you" and is a pronoun used to refer to the 
listener. Iyo doesn't have any gender, and thus can refer to both male and female subjects. 
The pronoun is in singular form. The plural form of iyo is 

Naman 

Naman is an adverb which means "likewise" or "so," depending on the usage. Naman is used 
to express emphasis on the speaker's feelings. This word can be used by both male and 
female speakers and is rarely found at the start of sentences. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Int roducing Someone  in Filipino. 
 Ipinakikilala ko sa iyo si Angel, asawa ko 
 "I'd like  you t o meet  Angel, my wife"
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Ipinakikilala is the verb used to denote the action "to introduce" or "to meet." This is used in 
introducing someone. This statement is in the formal form. The profile of the person who is 
being introduced is stated at the end after the speaker has mentioned his or her name. Then 
it's usually followed by a short pause. The reverse of this pattern can also be used. This 
would be, Ipinakikilala ko sa iyo ang asawa ko, si Angel. ("I'd like to introduce my wife, Angel.") 
Notice that the article ang is used before the noun asawa, which means "wife" in the second 
pattern and is not present in the first pattern. The informal version of this, however, is rather 
short and omits the use of the verb ipinakikilala. Si Angel, asawa ko. ("This is Angel, my wife.") 

 Singular  and Plural Subject s
 
 

When introducing subjects that are plural in form, the article or determiner si before the 
person's name changes to sina / sila. The same pattern is used: Ipinakikilala (verb) ko sa iyo 
plus sina plus [names]. 

For example: 

1. Ipinakikilala ko sa iyo sina Angel, Tony at si Chris, mga kaibigan ko. 
"I'd like to introduce you to Angel, Tony, and Chris, my friends."

2. Ipinakikilala ko sa iyo ang mga kaibigan ko sina Angel, Tony at Chris. 
"I'd like to introduce you to my friends Angel, Tony, and Chris.

 Examples from t his dialogue: 

1. Ipinakikilala ko sa iyo si Angel, asawa ko. 
"I'd like to introduce Angel, my wife."

 Sample  Sentences
 
 

1. Ipinakikilala ko sa iyo ang aking ama. 
"I'd like to introduce you to my father."

2. Si Ken, asawa ko. 
"This is Ken, my husband."

 Language  T ip
 

  
 When a person introduces someone to you, a reply is needed. The appropriate reply is, 
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Ikinagagalak kong makilala ka (formal), which means, "It's nice to meet you." Or you can also 
reply with the greeting Kamusta?, which means, "How are you?" and expresses that you are 
grateful to meet the person being introduced. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Filipino Int roduct ions
 

Filipinos often tell friends about their families so that when they invite them to their house, 
their friends are already familiar with the family members. At the same time, since family ties 
are very strong in the Philippines, friends are also often mentioned by Filipinos to their 
families. After greeting the person, most of the time Filipinos say, Ang dami kong narinig 
tungkol sa iyo ("I've heard so much about you") or, Palagi kang kinukwento ni [name] sa akin. 
([Name] is always talking about you.") to please the person you have just met. 
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FILIPINO

1. Maya: Ana! Heto, pasalubong galing sa Pilipinas para sa'yo.

2. Ana: Maraming Salamat!

3. Maya: Walang anuman.

ENGLISH

1. Maya: Ana! Here, a souvenir from the Philippines for you.

2. Ana: Thank you very much!

3. Maya: Don't mention it!

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

heto Here; here it is adverb

pasalubong souvenir noun

galing to come from verb

sa at, on, in,to preposition

marami many; much; plenty adjective

walang anuman
don’t mention it, no 

problem, you’re welcome expression

Salamat Thanks (informal) expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Het o na ang lapis mo. 
"Here is your pencil."

Bigyan mo ako ng pasalubong. 
"Give me a souvenir"

Galing siya sa Amerika. 
"She’s f rom America."

Nandit o ako sa bahay. 
"I’m at  the house."

Mayroon pub, pumasok t ayo. 
"T here is a pub, let 's go in."

Walang anuman. 
"You’re welcome."

Walang anuman, wala yon. 
"You're welcome, it  was nothing."

Salamat ! 
"T hank you!"

Maraming salamat  po. 
"T hank you very much."

Maraming salamat  sa regalo mo. 
"T hank you very much for your 
gif t ."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

galing 
galing is a preposition which means "from." It is used to denote or direct the place where the 
subject has gone to. Note that the stress is at the first syllable ga-ling since there is also the 
adjective magaling ("great, good, amazing"), which has the stress on the second syllable. 

walang anuman 
walang anuman is the interjection used to reply to salamat, which means "thank you." Walang 
anuman can mean, "You're welcome," "Don't mention it," or "It's nothing." The informal 
version of walang anuman is "wala yun," which is more directly translated as, "It's nothing." 

pasalubong 
pasalubong is a noun which means "souvenir." Although in Philippine customs, a pasalubong 
generally doesn't have to be from a certain place where the person has traveled. Anything 
that people bring home after their work or when they went out of the house is referred to as a 
pasalubong. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is on Giving Gift s t o Someone  
Ana, heto pasalubong galing sa Pilipinas para sayo. 
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"Ana! Here, a souvenir  from t he  Philippines for  you. 

 
 

  

The sentence pattern used to give gifts to someone is as follows: 

[Name of receiver] + heto + [item] + para sa'yo  

"Ana, here, this is for you." 

This sentence pattern is in informal form. This can also be shortened, where the words para 
sa'yo / sa iyo are the only ones used. The speaker just hands the gift to the other person and 
says the phrase, para sayo, which means "for you." 

Formal Informal

[Name of receiver] + tanggapin mo itong + 
[item] + regalo ko para sa iyo.
Example:
Mary tanggapin mo itong relo, regalo ko 
para sa iyo.
"Mary, please accept this watch, my gift to 
you."

[Name of receiver] + heto + [item] + para sa 
iyo
Example:
Mary heto, relo para sa iyo.
"Mary, here, this watch is for you."

Tanggapin mo itong handog ko para sa iyo - "Please accept my gift to you." 

This is the formal version of giving gifts to people, where the verb tanggap ("to accept") is 
used. The word handog literally means "gift / present / offering" and can sometimes be 
replaced with the more commonly used word regalo, which means more or less the same but 
is less formal than handog. 

Para sa [name of receiver] 

If the person to whom the gift is intended is different from the person to whom the speaker is 
talking to, we just simply change the last part of the phrase para sa iyo to para + [sa + 
pronoun / kay + name]. 

For example: 

1. Cora heto sapatos para sa kapatid mo. 
"Cora, here, shoes for your sister." (informal)
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2. Cora, tanggapin mo itong sapatos, handog ko para sa kapatid mo. 
 "Cora, please accept these shoes, my gift to your sister."(formal)

3. Ana, heto tsokolate para sayo. 
 "Here, Ana, chocolates for you"

4. Ana, tanggapin mo itong tsokolate, handog ko para sa iyo. 
 "Ana please accept this chocolate, my gift to you."

5. Ana, tanggapin mo itong tsokolate, handog ko para sa kaibigan mo. 
"Ana, please accept this chocolate, my gift to your friend."

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Ana, heto pasalubong galing sa Pilipinas para sayo. 
"Ana, this is a souvenir from the Philippines for you."

Sample  Sentences
 

1. Maria, heto mga aklat para sayo. 
 "Maria, here are some books for you."

2. Maria, tanggapin mo itong mga aklat, handog ko para sa iyo.  
"Maria, please accept these books, my gift to you.

 Nag-abala ka pa!
 

Nag-abala ka pa is an interjection used by the speaker to denote, "You shouldn't have," when 
receiving gifts. It shows the speaker's appreciation and, at the same time, being thankful for 
the time spent by the giver to prepare the gift. This phrase can be uttered along with 
maraming salamat. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Common Souvenirs
 

Common souvenirs from the Philippines for foreigners are sweets like coconut pies or 
traditional sweets or crafts made of wood. Usually each province in the Philippines has their 
own product that they boast of and is commonly used as souvenirs by both local and 
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foreign visitors. For typical Filipino families, after going to work, parents usually bring a 
pasalubong or a "souvenir" for their children, which is usually food for them to eat together. 
Common pasalubong are pansit (pancit/"chinese dry noodles in Filipino style") and 
contemporary foods like cakes and donuts. 
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FILIPINO

1. Ana: Suka ba ito?

2. Maya: Oo tama. Isang bote ng suka iyan.

3. Ana: Eh, ano naman iyon? Suka din ba iyon?

4. Maya: Ah hindi, patis iyon.

ENGLISH

1. Ana: Is this vinegar?

2. Maya: Yes, that's right. This is a bottle of vinegar.

3. Ana: How about that one? Is that vinegar too?

4. Maya: Ah, no it isn't, that's fish sauce.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

din; rin too; also adverb

suka vinegar noun

ito this pronoun

tama correct; right adjective

bote bottle noun

iyan that pronoun

iyon that (far) pronoun

patis fish sauce; salty sauce noun
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isa one numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Gust o ko r in pumunt a. 
"I want  to go too."

Lagyan mo iyan ng suka. 
"Put  vinegar on that ."

It o ang aking bag. 
"T his is my bag."

Ano it o?  
"What 's this?"

It o, pakiusap. 
"T his, please."

Tama ang kanyang sagot . 
"His answer is correct ."

Nabasag niya ang bot e. 
"He broke the bot t le."

Iyan ang sinabi niya sa akin. 
"T hat  is what  he said to me."

Iyan ba ang bahay mo?  
"Is that  your house?"

Iyang isang piraso ng keso ay hindi sa 
iyo. 
"T hat  piece of  cheese is not  
yours."

Iyon ang libro niya. 
"T hat  is her book. "

Iyon ba ang misis niya?  
"Is that  his wif e?"

Gust o mo ba ng pat is?  
"Would you like some f ish sauce?"

Isa lang ang anak nila. 
"T hey only have one child."

Pwede pahingi ng isang cape.

"Can I have one cof fee please."

1 (isang) buwan.

"For 1 month."

Piso ang isa. 
"PhP1 per piece."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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Isa 

Isa is an adjective and a counter for the number one. The form changes when it is followed by 
a noun. It becomes isa + ng = isang + noun. This describes the number of the noun it 
modifies. The same rule goes for all counters. For example, Dalawang from dalawa ("two") + 
ng. 

Tama 

Tama is an adjective that means "correct" or "right." It expresses that speaker's agreement 
with the statement made by the other person. In informal Filipino, tama can also stand alone 
as one sentence and would still have a complete and same thought, just as, "Yes, you're 
right." 

Din and Rin 

Din and rin are adverbs that can mean "also" or "too." We use din when the preceding sound 
is a consonant. On the other hand, we use rin when the preceding sound is a vowel. 

For example: 

1. Nagtratrabaho rin ako dito. 
"I work here too."

2. Masakit din ang katawan ko. 
 "My body hurts too."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Asking if  A is B.  
 Suka ba ito? 
 "Is t his vinegar?"
 

If we want to confirm what something is, we can use the pattern [A] + ba (question marker) + 
[B]? For example, we can say, Suka ba ito? Suka, which is our noun and subject A, means 
"vinegar." Add the question word ba, plus the pronoun ito, which translates as "this" and 
refers to our noun or subject A. Note that the word ito means "this" and can be used in 
referring to either plural or singular subjects. The sentence order is literally "vinegar" plus 
question word plus "this"? 

Other pronouns can be used in place of ito, depending on the location of the speakers in 
relation to the items being talked about. For this form, the pronouns ito ("this") iyan ("that"), 
and iyon ("that") are used. This statement is in formal form but can also be used in informal 
situations. 

Ano ba ito? is used to ask what something is. 
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Ito, Iyan, Iyon
 
 

Ito is the pronoun used to describe things that are within the speaker's reach. On the other 
hand, iyan is the pronoun used to describe things that are closer to the person to whom the 
speaker is talking. And last but not least, Iyon is the pronoun used to refer to things that are 
far away or not within the reach of either the speaker or the person he or she is conversing 
with. 

For example: 

1. Mahal ba itong payong? 
"Is this umbrella expensive?"

2. Mura ba iyang payong?  
"Is that umbrella cheap?"

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Suka ba ito? 
 "Is this vinegar?"

2. Oo tama. Isang bote ng suka iyan. 
"Yes, that's right. That is one bottle of vinegar.

 Sample  Sentences
 

1. Pitaka mo ba ito? 
"Is this your wallet?"

2. Mura ba iyan? 
 "Is that cheap?"

Language  T ip 

  
 If you have no idea what the thing is, thus, you cannot think of any substitute for A in the 
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pattern A + ba + B (ito/iyan/iyon), the question form is Ano ba ito, which means, "What is 
this?" where ano means "what." The pronoun ito can also be changed depending on the 
relative location of the thing to the speakers. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Common Condiments in t he  Philippines
 

Vinegar, fish sauce, and soy sauce are the most common condiments and marinade 
ingredients used in the Philippines. Almost all Filipino cuisine use these three. They are also 
commonly used as dipping sauces or sawsawan, where calamansi (calamodin) is typically 
added. 
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FILIPINO

1. Jane: Trish, bahay mo ba ito?

2. Trish: Oo, akin ang bahay na ito. Tuloy kayo.

3. Jane: Salamat.
(The dog barks)

4. Maya: Trish, sa'yo ba ang asong ito?

5. Trish: Oo. Siya si Bruno.
(The dog barks)

ENGLISH

1. Jane: Is this your house, Trish?

2. Trish: Yes, this is my house. Come on in.

3. Jane: Thank you.

4. (The dog barks)

5. Maya: Oh, and this is your dog, Trish?

6. Trish: Yes, this is Bruno.

7. (The dog barks)

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class
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ang the article

bahay house noun

aso dog noun

siya he/she/it pronoun

ito this pronoun

mo you pronoun

tuloy kayo come in, welcome interjection

akin mine pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ang bat a ay mat aba. 
"T he kid is f at ."

Mat aas ang nakuha niyang marka. 
"He got  high marks."

OO, gust o ko lalo na ang  Adobo. 
"Yes, I especially love Adobo."

Ang pangalan ko ay Jane Doe. 
"My name is Jane Doe."

Ang langit  ay bughaw. 
"T he sky is blue."

Nasaan ang bahay mo?  
"Where is your house?"

Malaki ang bahay niya. 
"His house is big."

Maganda ang aso niya. 
"His dog is beaut if ul."

Ang balbon na aso ay hinahabol ang 
bola. 
"T he shaggy dog is running af ter a 
ball."

Siya ang president e ng kompanya. 
"He is the president  of  the 
company."

It o ang aking bag. 
"T his is my bag."

Ano it o?  
"What 's this?"
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It o, pakiusap. 
"T his, please."

It o ang lapis mo. 
"T his is your pencil."

Maaari mo ba akong t ulungan?  
"Can you help me?"

Tuloy kayo sa bahay namin. 
"Please come in to our house."

Ang lapis na it o ay akin. 
"T his pencil is mine."

Sa akin. 
"It 's mine."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Ang 
Ang is an article which functions similarly to "the." This article marks that the word or words 
next to it or after it are the subject of the sentence, which can be a noun or an adjective. Ang 
is used for any number, singular or plural, and is used by both male and female speakers. 

Mo 
Mo is the pronoun used to indicate possession ("your") when it comes after a noun or the 
subject of the sentence. However, when it follows a verb, it functions as the pronoun "you." Mo 
is singular in number, and therefore, refers to only one subject, but it can be used to refer to 
both male and female subjects. 

Kayo 
Kayo is the pronoun for "you," where it mostly is used as the subject of the sentence. Kayo is 
plural in number, and thus, refers to a group of people but has no limits on the gender, 
whether male or female. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Saying t hat  Somet hing Belongs t o Someone . 
Bahay mo ba ito? 
 "Is t his your  house?"
 

We can say that something belongs to someone with the words mo/sayo. Let's say we want 
to ask about possession like, "Is that your...?" We can use the sentence pattern: Sa iyo (sayo) 
+ ba + [ang + noun + na] + ito/iyan/iyon? For example, Sayo ba ito? (simple) means, "Is this 
yours? Sayo ba ang payong na ito? means, "Is this your umbrella?" 

Another way of saying it is by using mo. If you want to use mo, we have to use the sentence 
pattern: 
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[noun] + mo ba + ito / iyan / iyon, which means, "Is this [noun] yours?" For example, we can 
say, Payong mo ba ito? ("Is this umbrella yours?") 

Formal and Informal 
 The first sentence pattern using sayo is considered more formal than the latter pattern. 
However, the latter pattern which uses mo is more commonly used in daily conversations. 
Nevertheless, their meaning is the same. 
  For example: 

1. Sa iyo ba ang aklat na ito? 
 "Is this book yours?" (formal)

2. Aklat mo ba ito? 
"Is this book yours?" (informal)

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Bahay mo ba ito? 
"Is this your house?"

2. Sa iyo ba ang asong ito? 
"Is this dog yours?"

 
 Sample  Sentences
 
 

1. Pusa mo ba ito? 
"Is this your cat?"

2. Sa iyo ba ang unan na iyon? 
"Is that pillow yours?"

 Language  T ip
 

To answer if the object or thing is yours or not we, use the phrase: 

A. "Yes": Oo / Opo, sa akin ang + [noun] na + ito / iyan / iyon - "Yes, that [noun] is mine." 

B. "No": Hindi sa akin ang + [noun] na + ito / iyan / iyon - "No, that [noun] isn't mine." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Common Pets in t he  Philippines
 

Almost every family in the Philippines has a dog for their pet. Popular pets in the Philippines 
are dogs and cats. However, ordinary Filipino families' pets don't have a pedigree and are 
often called askal, which is short for asong kalye ("street dog") and pusakal, which is short for 
pusang kalye ("street cat"). Stray dogs are one of the biggest problems in the streets of 
Manila, since a lot of them aren't vaccinated for rabies. Many people get ill with rabies 
infections every year. Although the government has been trying its best by offering free 
vaccines to lessen the number of people getting infected, still some people are stubborn in 
caring for their pets and neglect these issues. 
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FILIPINO

1. Trish: Kumain na kayo.

2. Maya: Mukhang masarap iyan ah!

3. Trish: Tara, kainan na!

4. Jane: Ang sarap! Trish, ano ba ito?

ENGLISH

1. Trish: Here, help yourselves.

2. Maya: That looks delicious!

3. Trish: Let's eat!

4. Jane: Delicious! Trish, what is this?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

ah ah interjection

tara let’s go interjection

kainan na let’s eat, it’s time to eat interjection

kayo you pronoun

mukha looks like, look adverb

masarap delicious adjective

iyan that pronoun

ano what adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Ah! Nakalimut an ko! 
"Ah! I f orgot !"

Tara na sa paaralan. 
"Let ’s go to school now. "

Simulan na nat in ang kasiyahan. Kainan 
na! 
"Let ’s start  the celebrat ion. Let ’s 
eat  now!"

Nasaan na kayo?  
"Where are you?"

Nasaan na po kayo?  
"Where are you?" (f ormal)

Mukha kang masaya. 
"You look happy."

Mukhang uulan bukas. 
"It  looks like it ’s going to rain 
tomorrow."

Masarap maglut o ang aking Inay. 
"My mother’s cooking is good."

Masarap 
"It 's delicious."

OO, masarap it o. 
"Yes, it 's delicious."

Ang babae ay nasasarapan sa kinakain 
na piz z a. 
"T he woman is enjoying delicious 
pizza."

Iyan ang sinabi niya sa akin. 
"T hat  is what  he said to me."

Iyan ba ang bahay mo?  
"Is that  your house?"

Iyang isang piraso ng keso ay hindi sa 
iyo. 
"T hat  piece of  cheese is not  
yours."

Ano kaya it o?  
"I wonder what  this is?"

Ano ang pangalan mo?  
"What  is your name?"

Ano ang gust o mong kainin sa almusal?  
"What  would you like for breakfast?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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Kainan na 
Kainan na is an interjection used by Filipinos to start eating. The term is more closely 
associated with the English idiomatic expression for "dig in." The phrase is in informal 
Filipino and is rarely heard in formal situations, unless the people are having a good time. 

Ah 
Ah! is an interjection used to express and emphasize the speaker's emotions. Ah! can 
express different kinds of emotions, however, it is commonly used to express excitement and 
surprise. Both male and female speakers can use this phrase. 

Mukhang 
Mukhang is an adverb that means "looks like" or "seems." Mukhang, just like any adverb, is 
placed before the adjective that it modifies. It can be positive or negative and can be 
singular or plural. It is also used by both male and female speakers. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Asking What  Something Is. 
Ano ba ito? 
"What  is t his?"
 

Ano ba ito is the phrase used when the speaker wants to know what the thing is. The pattern 
is very simple. It consists of the question word ano, which means "what," plus the pronoun 
(ito/iyan/iyon), depending on the location of the thing being asked relative to the location of 
the speaker and the person the speaker is talking to. This phrase is in informal Filipino. This 
phrase can be polite even if it is in the informal form by adding po. Ano po ba ito? becomes 
more polite than the previous Ano ba ito? Most of the time, the phrase is even shortened to 
Ano 'to?" which is mostly used in casual daily conversations. 

Formal form: Ano po ang tawag dito? 

If you want to know what a certain thing is or what it's called and you want to be formal, you 
can use the phrase, Ano po ang tawag dito. Note that in comparing it with the informal form, 
the words po ang tawag are added and that the pronouns change their form. Ito becomes 
dito, iyan becomes diyan, and iyon becomes doon. 
  For example: 

1. Inay, Ano po ito? 
"Mom, what is this?"

2. Itay, ano po ang tawag diyan? 
"Dad, what is that?"

Examples from this dialogue: 
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1. Ang sarap! Peter, ano ito? 
"Delicious! Peter, what is this?"

 
 Sample  Sentences
 
 

1. Ano kaya ito? 
"I wonder what this is."

2. Ano po ba ito? 
"What is this?"

 Language  T ip
 

If you know what something is or you know what it is in general but want to know what kind 
it is or other details about it, we use the pattern Ano + [po] + itong + [noun]. For example, Ano 
po itong libro? ("What book is this?") You can also use the pattern Ano + pong + [noun] + ito. 
For example, Ano pong pagkain ito? ("What food is this?"). If you want to be specific on what 
you are asking, this pattern is better to use. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Sharing a Meal in t he  Philippines
 

Traditional families pray before they eat as part of the Catholic culture. Filipino people often 
praise the food that they are offered, especially if they're guests at a friend's house. Even if the 
food is not delicious, they still pretend to like it and still say that it's good. This is because it 
is considered very rude if you decline an invitation to eat the food that they had especially 
prepared for you. Filipinos, whenever they have guests, make an effort in the preparations, so 
it's logical that the guests do the same for them. 
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FILIPINO

1. Jane: Ano ito?

2. Trish: Ah, Adobo iyan.

3. Maya: Adobo?

4. Trish: Oo. Ang Adobo ay gawa sa manok. Kumakain ka ba ng manok?

5. Maya: Oo naman paborito kong pagkain ay manok. Ang sarap!

ENGLISH

1. Jane: What's this?

2. Trish: That's Adobo, a chicken dish.

3. Maya: Adobo?

4. Trish: Yes. It's chicken. Do you eat chicken?

5. Maya: Yes, chicken is my favorite meal! Mmmm, it's tasty!

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

ano what adverb

Adobo
Adobo (pork or chicken 
simmered in soy sauce, 

vinegar and garlic)
noun

iyan that pronoun
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gawa sa made of adverb

manok chicken noun

naman
accordingly; the same 

manner; likewise; similarly adverb

ang sarap delicious/yummy/savory interjection

paborito favorite adjective

pagkain food noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ano kaya it o?  
"I wonder what  this is?"

Ano ang pangalan mo?  
"What  is your name?"

Ano ang gust o mong kainin sa 
almusal?  
"What  would you like for 
breakfast?"

Mahilig akong kumain ng Adobo. 
"I like to eat  Adobo."

Iyan ang sinabi niya sa akin. 
"T hat  is what  he said to me."

Iyan ba ang bahay mo?  
"Is that  your house?"

Iyang isang piraso ng keso ay hindi sa 
iyo. 
"T hat  piece of  cheese is not  
yours."

Ang adobo ay gawa sa manok. 
"Adobo is made f rom chicken 
meat ."

Takot  ako sa manok. 
"I’m af raid of  chickens."

Ang mga manok ay t inut uka ang 
kanilang pagkain. 
"T he chicken and chicks are 
pecking at  their f ood."

Siguro naman. 
"I think so."

Hindi naman masakit . 
"It ’s not  so painful."
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Pareho naman kami ng gust o. 
"We both like the same things."

Ang sarap ng ulam namin kahapon. 
"Our meal yesterday was 
delicious!"

Paborit o ko ang kant ang iyan. 
"T hat  song is my favorite."

Handa na ang pagkain mo. 
"Your meal is now ready."

Nakakakain ka ba ng Pilipinong pagkain?  
"Can you eat  Filipino food?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Gawa sa... 
Gawa sa... is an adverb that means "made of/from/in." It tells what the object's raw materials 
or place of origin is. For example: 

1. Ang sushi na iyan ay gawa sa isda. 
"That sushi is made of fish."

2. Ang mga damit na iyan ay gawa sa Amerika. 
"Those clothes are made in America."

Ang sarap! 
Ang sarap! is an interjection used to express the speaker's satisfaction with the food he or she 
is eating. However, ang sarap is not only limited to express satisfaction with food. It can also 
be used to express satisfaction with what the speaker is experiencing. For example, Ang 
sarap ng hangin sa bundok! ("The wind is great in the mountains!") or Ang sarap ng 
pakiramdam ko ("I feel good."). 

Ano 
Ano is an interjection used to exclaim the question, "What?" It is also commonly used to ask 
people what they need from you or to ask, "What's the matter?" Most of the time, ano is also 
used by Filipinos when they can't find the words to say yet. Ano can also be used to call the 
attention of others. It can be used by both male and female speakers. 

GRAMMAR
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The  Focus of t his Lesson is Asking if  Something or  Someone  is Okay or  Able  t o do 
Something. 
 Kumakain ka ba ng manok? 
 "Do you eat  chicken?"
 

Kumakain ka ba ng manok is an example of how we can ask if something / someone is alright 
or able to do something. The pattern is [present tense verb] ka ba [ng noun]? which roughly 
translates to, "Can you [verb] + [noun]. Note that when this pattern is used, the verb has to be 
in its present tense form. 

Another way is to say, Maari ka bang + [past tense verb]? which is more polite in form because 
of the word maari, which means "can you / are you able to." For instance, Maari ka bang 
kumain ng manok? or "Can you eat chicken?" Notice that in the second pattern, the verb kain 
or "eat" is in its past tense form. 

Verb Tenses
 
 

In our first pattern [present tense verb] + ka ba + ng [noun]? we used the present tense of the 
verb kain, which means "eat" and is kumakain. However, in the second pattern, the past tense 
of the verb, which is kumain, is used. Notice that the past tense of the verbs, most of the time, 
is formed by adding the affix -um- to the root word. Like in our example, the past tense 
kumain was formed by adding -um- to the root word kain. 

Root  verb Present  Tense Past  Tense

kain kumakain kumain

"eat" "eat" "ate"

Pattern [present tense verb] + ka ba 
+ ng [noun]?

Maari ka bang + [past tense 
verb]?

For example: 

1. Maari ka bang pumunta sa bahay bukas? 
 "Can you go to our house tomorrow?"

2. Kumakanta ka ba? 
 "Do you sing?"

Examples from this dialogue: 
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1. Kumakain ka ba ng manok?  
"Do you eat chicken?"

 Sample  Sentences
 
 

1. Maari ka bang sumayaw? 
 "Can you dance?"

2. Sumasayaw ka ba? 
"Do you dance?"

 Language  T ip
 

If the past tense of the verb is formed by adding the affix -um- to the root word of the verb, 
then how do we form the past tense of the verb? 

We form it by adding the first letter of the root verb + -uma- before the root verb. For example: 

Kain ("eat") becomes kumakain 

Sayaw ("dance") becomes sumasayaw 

Takbo ("run") becomes tumatakbo 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

How Popular  is Chicken in t he  Philippines?
 

Chicken (manok) is one of the most common ingredients used in the Philippines. The nation's 
cuisine generally only uses a few seasonings (vinegar, soy sauce, laurel, and spice). In some 
cases, beef and pork are also used. 

Filipino cuisine has a lot of influence from its neighboring countries from Southeast Asia as 
well as from its former colonizer, Spain. Filipino meals tend to be easy and fast to cook. 
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FILIPINO

1. Maya: Busog na ako

2. Jane: Ano, paumanhin, pero nasaan ang banyo?

3. Trish: Naroon ang banyo

4. Jane: Doon? Sige, salamat!

ENGLISH

1. Maya: I'm full!

2. Jane: Umm, excuse me. Where's the bathroom?

3. Trish: The bathroom is over there.

4. Jane: Over there? Alright, thanks.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

pero but conjunction

busog full, satisfied adjective

ano what Pronoun

Paumanhin
I’m sorry (traditional 

informal) expression

banyo bathroom noun

doon there pronoun

sige all right, sure, okay interjection

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Mayaman siya pero hindi siya masaya. 
"He’s rich but  he’s not  happy."

Busog ka na ba?  
"Are you full?"

Ano ang gust o mo?  
"What  do you want?"

Ano kaya it o?  
"I wonder what  this is?"

Ano ang pangalan mo?  
"What  is your name?"

Ano ang gust o mong kainin sa 
almusal?  
"What  would you like for 
breakfast?"

Paumanhin po. Makikiraan lang po. 
"Excuse me. Coming through."

Pasensya na, hindi ko na uulit in. 
"I'm sorry, I won't  do it  again."

Samahan mo ako sa banyo. 
"Accompany me to the bathroom."

Paumanhin, saan ang banyo?  
"Excuse me, where is the 
bathroom?"

Doon mo siya makikit a. 
"You can see him there."

Mga lima kami sa isang t axi. 
"T here were f ive of  us in one taxi."

Sige, pumapayag ako. 
"Alright . I agree."

Sige, t at awagan ko siya para sa iyo. 
"Alright , I will call him for you. "

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Busog 
Busog is an adjective that expresses being full or satisfied. It is mostly used to describe when 
someone had a very good meal. It is used to express appreciation for the food that the 
person has eaten. However, it can also be used to describe the feeling of satisfaction aside 
from food. For instance, we can say, "His eyes were very satisfied with the show." In Filipino, 
this is, Nabusog ang kanyang mga mata sa palabas. Nabusog is used for the past tense. 

Pero 
Pero is a conjunction that is used to connect two phrases that have opposite meanings, 
more precisely, positive and negative statements. For example: 
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Positive statement + pero + Negative statement or 
Negative statement + pero + Positive statement. 

Pero is more commonly used in informal conversations. For formal dialogues, ngunit is 
used. The usage and meaning of ngunit is the same as pero. The only difference is that ngunit 
is considered more appropriate for formal conversations. 

Doon 
Doon is an adverb used to point a particular place, as in "over there." The location or 
direction is not specific. Usually, doon is followed by the phrase that gives the specific 
location or direction. For instance, "over there at the door" in Filipino is doon sa may pintuan. 
Doon can be used both in informal and formal conversations. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Asking Where  Something or  Someone  is. 
Nasaan ang banyo? 
"Where  is t he  bathroom?" 
 

We use the phrase nasaan ang + place / thing to ask where a place or thing is and the phrase 
nasaan si + name of person to ask where someone is. Nasaan is translated into English as 
"where." The word nasaan specifically asks for the certain location of an object, person, 
place, or thing. 

Phrase Usage

Nasaan ang + place/thing "To ask where a place or something is"

Nasaan si + person "To ask where a person is"

Responding t o Nasaan
 
 

On the other hand, the response to nasaan ang banyo in the dialogue is nandoon, which 
means "over there." However, if the person is sure of the location of the object / place / person 
in question, we use the phrase nasa + location. The word nasa means "at" or the indicator for 
the location or direction. For instance, the mirror is on top of the table. The question now 
becomes Nasaan ang salamin? or "Where is the mirror?" The answer would be Nasa ibabaw 
ng lamesa, which translates to "On top of the table." 

Examples: 

1. Nasaan si Cathy? 
 "Where is Cathy?"
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2. Nasa paaralan 
 "At school"

Examples from this lesson: 

1. Nasaan ang banyo? 
 "Where is the bathroom?"

2. Nandoon ang banyo 
"The bathroom is over there."

Sample  Sentences
 

1. Nasaan ang ospital? 
"Where is the hospital?"

2. Nasa tapat ng simbahan ang ospital. 
"The hospital is facing the church."

Language  Expansion
 

The other word that we use for "where" in Filipino is saan. However, this word is only used to 
ask where or the direction of an action and not of a particular place/thing/person. For 
example, the sentence, Saan tayo pupunta? or "Where are we going" is asking for the 
direction of the action word pupunta or "going." The response would be Sa + place / 
direction. 

Examples: 

1. Saan kayo pupunta? 
 "Where are you going?"

2. Sa simbahan. 
"To the church."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Filipino Rest rooms
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Filipinos are taught to wash their hands at schools or by their parents after and before 
eating. It is said that you should wash your hands for about two minutes or until you finish 
singing the "Happy Birthday" song twice. A dipper or tabo can be found in all Filipino 
bathrooms. Filipinos use dippers when using the toilet even if they have a bidet. The use of 
tissue paper is also uncommon in Filipino bathrooms. They would rather use soap and water 
than tissue or toilet paper. 
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FILIPINO

1. (washing dishes)

2. Trish: Maya, maraming salamat!

3. Maya: Walang anuman. Ah! (nabasag ang mga pinggan)

4. Trish: Okay ka lang ba?

5. Maya: Oo..pero yung mga pinggan.... pasensya ka na.

6. Trish: Ayos lang iyon.

7. Maya: Patawad Trish.

8. Trish: Huwag kang mag-alala. Ayos lang iyon.

ENGLISH

1. (washing dishes)

2. Trish: Maya, thank you very much!

3. Maya: You're welcome. Ah! (sounds of plates breaking)

4. Trish: Are you alright?

5. Maya: Yes.. but the plates... I'm sorry.

6. Trish: It's okay.

7. Maya: I'm sorry, Trish.

CONT'D OVER
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8. Trish: Don't worry. It's fine.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Ayos alright, fine, okay (Informal) adjective

Yung those, the (informal) article

mga
particle denoting the plural 

form of the subject adverb

pinggan plate noun

Pasensya Sorry, excuse me adjective

Patawad Sorry, apologize adjective

huwag don’t, no verb

mag-alala worry

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ayos ba ang buhok ko?  
"Is my hair okay?"

Yung pera, nakuha mo na ba?  
"Did you get  the money already?"

May mga kapat id ka bang lalaki at  
babae?  
"Do you have any brothers or 
sisters?"

Nabasag ang pinggan. 
"T he plate broke."

Bigyan mo siya ng pinggan. 
"Give him a plate."

Pasensya, hindi kit a nakit a. 
"I’m sorry, I did not  see you."

Pat awad po Miss Sant os. 
"I’m sorry Miss Santos."

Huwag kang pupunt a doon. 
"Don't  go there."
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Huwag kang kumain ng t sokolat e. 
"Don’t  eat  chocolates."

Tawagan mo sila para hindi sila mag-
alala. 
"Call them so they won’t  worry."

Ang babae ay nag-aalala sa kwent a ng presyo. 
"T he woman worries about  the bill."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Mag-alala 
Mag-alala is a verb that means "to worry." Most of the time, it is used to give assurance. For 
instance, it can mean that everything is okay in the example, Huwag kang mag-alala, ayos 
lang iyon ("Don't worry, it's fine."). On the other hand, it can give assurance in the example, 
Huwag kang mag-alala, akong bahala ("Don't worry, leave it to me."). Mag-alala can be used 
both in formal and informal conversations. 
 
 Mga 
 Mga is an article placed before a noun to denote plurality. It can refer to any noun, and it 
automatically makes the number plural. For example, mga bata or "children." The word bata 
means "child," so when we add mga, the number becomes plural. Another example is Mga 
puno or "trees." Puno means "tree," so adding mga makes it plural in number, turning it into 
"trees." 
 
 
 Huwag 
 Huwag is an interjection that negates a statement or simply says that you're not doing 
something, as in "don't" or "no." For instance, we take the word Tumakbo or "run." We can 
negate this by simply adding Huwag. Thus, we have Huwag tumakbo or "Don't run." Huwag 
is usually found at the beginning of the statement. Sometimes it is shortened to Hwag in 
informal conversations. Huwag can be used in both formal and informal situations. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Asking if  Someone  is Alr ight  and Confirming That  
There  is no Problem Relat ed t o Some  Event . 
 Ayos ka lang ba? 
 "Are  you alr ight ?" 
Ayos lang iyon. 
"It 's alr ight ." 
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 We use the phrase Ayos ka lang ba? to ask if someone is alright. The word ayos is an 
adjective that means "okay" or "fine." Then we add the pronoun ka, which refers to the person 
the speaker is talking to, or "you," in singular sense. Finally, we connect lang ba to complete 
the phrase, ayos ka lang ba? or, "Are you alright?" 

On the other hand, we say the phrase, Ayos lang iyon to mean, "It's alright," as a means of 
assuring the other than there is no problem about some event. We can also shorten it to ayos 
lang, and it will still have the same meaning—"It's alright." Ayos lang can also mean, "I'm 
alright." 

To make these phrases polite, we just add po. For example, the polite form of ayos ka lang ba? 
or "Are you alright," will be ayos ka lang po ba? On the other hand, the polite form of ayos lang 
or, "It's alright," is ayos lang po. 

Phrase Polit e  form English 
Translat ion

Usage

ayos ka lang ba? ayos ka lang po ba? "Are you alright?" To ask if someone 
is alright or okay.

ayos lang iyon ayos lang po iyon "It's alright."

To confirm that 
there is no problem 
with something.

ayos lang (ako) ayos lang po (ako) "It's alright." or "I'm 
alright."

To confirm that 
there is no problem 
or the speaker is 
okay.

 Asking if t hey are  okay -  How t o ask if  someone  (plural subject ) is alr ight .  

The phrase ayos ka lang ba? can only be used to ask if one person is feeling well or is not 
having any problems. The phrase ayos lang ba + pronoun (plural) is used if you want to ask if 
more than one person is okay. For instance, ayos lang ba sila means, "Are they alright?" 

Now the response would be ayos lang + pronoun (plural). For instance, ayos lang kami which 
means, "We're alright." 

For example: 

1. Ayos lang ba kayo? 
"Are you alright" (you - is in plural form)

2. Ayos lang sila. 
"They are alright."
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3. Ayos lang po ba si Inay? 
"Is mother alright?"

4. Ayos lang po si Inay. 
 "Mother is alright."

Examples from t his Lesson
 

1.  Ayos ka lang ba? 
"Are you alright?"

2. Ayos lang iyon. 
"It's alright."

Language  Expansion  

  
 If the speaker wants to mention the name or his/her relationship with the person he/she 
wants to ask how they're doing, then the phrase Ayos lang po ba si + name/relationship 
should be used. In the case of many people, instead of the article si, the article sina is used 
for plural subjects. Thus, the pattern now becomes Ayos lang po ba sina + names/
relationships. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Washing Up
 

It is customary when you visit the house of a friend that, after eating, you help out with 
cleaning or even wash the dishes, unless your friend tells you not to. This tradition is 
commonly done in ordinary Filipino homes. Of course if your friend is really rich and they 
have maids who attend to the cleaning or you really have no time to help out, the best thing 
to do is offer some help in cleaning up or at least tidying up the area where you have eaten. 
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FILIPINO

1. Maya: Magandang umaga! Ang init ng panahon ngayon!

2. Jane: Oo nga eh. Ganito din ba kainit sa Pilipinas?

3. Trish: Oo. Palaging mainit sa Pilipinas.

4. Maya: Mainit pero minsan umuulan din sa hapon o sa gabi.

5. Jane: Ganun ba? Mahangin din ba?

6. Trish: Oo. Mahangin din.

ENGLISH

1. Maya: Good morning! The weather is hot today!

2. Jane: Yeah. Is it also this hot in the Philippines?

3. Trish: Yes. It's always hot in the Philippines.

4. Maya: It's hot but sometimes it rains in the afternoon or in the evening.

5. Jane: Is that so? Is it also windy?

6. Trish: Yes. It's windy too.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

mainit hot adjective
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panahon weather noun

ngayon now, today adverb

Hapon afternoon noun

Palagi always adverb

Minsan sometimes adverb

Umulan to rain verb

mahangin windy Adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ang araw ay pinapainit  ang mainit  na 
disyert o. 
"T he sun is heat ing the hot  
desert ."

Mainit  ba?  
"Is it  hot?"

Ano ang lagay ng panahon sa Maynila?  
"What 's the weather like in 
Manila?"

Ano ang panahon bukas ng gabi?  
"What  will the weather be 
tomorrow evening?"

Ngayon ako kakain. 
"I' ll eat  now."

Nasaan sila ngayon?  
"Where are they right  now?"

Gust o kit ang makit a ngayon. 
"I want  to see you now."

Darat ing siya mamayang hapon. 
"She’ll arrive later this af ternoon."

Palagi siyang nahuhuli sa klase. 
"She’s always late to class."

Minsan hindi ako kumakain. 
"Somet imes I don’t  eat ."

Umuulan na naman. 
"It ’s raining again."

Mahangin sa bukid. 
"It ’s windy at  the f arm."
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Mahangin sa parke kanina. 
"It  was windy in the park a while ago."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Minsan 
 Minsan is an adverb that denotes something. It can be an action or event that is done not so 
often or simply "sometimes." Minsan can be used both in formal and informal conversations. 
This word is used by Filipinos in daily conversations. 

Palagi 
Palagi is another adverb that denotes something. It can be an action or event that is done or 
occurs on a regular basis. It is simply translated as "always." Palagi can be used both in 
formal and informal situations. 
 

Ngayon 
 Ngayon is an adverb which denotes the time at the moment and is simply translated as 
"now." The form of ngayon sometimes changes to ngaun, but the meaning and usage is still 
the same. Ngayon can be used both in formal and informal conversations. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson on How t o Describe  Somet hing Using Adject ives. 
 Mainit ang panahon ngayon! 
 "The  weat her  is hot  t oday!" 
 

We describe things, places, and people using the pattern adjective + article + noun. For 
instance, we want to say, "The coffee is hot." The Filipino word for coffee is kape, and hot is 
mainit. Thus, we can say, Mainit ang kape, following the pattern adjective ("hot" - mainit) + 
article ("the" - ang) + noun ("coffee"- kape). Another example is "May is happy." We can 
translate this in Filipino as, Masaya si May where masaya is an adjective that means "happy." 

"Hot coffee" versus "The coffee is hot" 
  If we want to describe things like "hot coffee" rather than say or express our opinion, such 
as, "The coffee is hot," we should use a different pattern. In this case, we use the pattern 
adjective + na + noun. For instance, "hot coffee" in Filipino is mainit na kape. However, this 
pattern adjective + na + noun is limited to adjectives ending in consonant letters. For the 
adjectives ending in vowels, we add the suffix -ng to the adjectives and use the pattern 
adjective + noun. For example, "beautiful lady" in Filipino is magandang babae, where 
maganda is the adjective that pertains to being beautiful. 
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For example: 

1. Malaki ang kwarto ni Tess. 
"Tess' room is big."

2. Makisig ang kasintahan niya. 
"Her boyfriend is handsome."

3. Maganda ang pinsan ni Ella. 
"Ella's cousin is beautiful."

4. Mahal na singsing ang binili niya. 
"He bought an expensive ring."

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Mainit ang panahon ngayon. 
"The weather is hot today."

2. Palaging mainit sa Pilipinas. 
"It's always hot in the Philippines."

 Language  Expansion
 

  
 Another pattern used to describe things is noun / subject + ay + adjective. However, this is 
not usually used in conversations and is mostly just used in writing. For example, our 
previous example, Mainit ang kape, or in English, "The coffee is hot," can also be stated as, 
Ang kape ay mainit, and it would still have the same meaning. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Weather  in t he  Philippines
 

The weather in the Philippines is summer throughout the year, but it is hottest during the 
months of April and May. During these hot months, schools are on vacation and everyone 
goes to the beach or resorts to go swimming. It is also in this time of the year when the 
people celebrate "holy week" in accordance with the Roman Catholic tradition. Most people 
also go home to their provinces during these hot months for a vacation. The coldest months 
are from December to February. Most people are in a good mood during this time since the 
weather in the country is at its finest then. Events like Christmas, New Year, and Valentines 
make the mood even better. 
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FILIPINO

1. (both gets on the jeepney)

2. Katy: Mama, bayad po.

3. Tsuper: Saan po papunta?

4. Katy: Sa Pandacan po.

5. Tsuper: Ilan po ito?

6. Katy: Dalawa po.

7. Tsuper: Heto po sukli niyo.

8. Katy: Salamat po.

9. (getting off the car)

10. Katy: Mama, para po!

ENGLISH

1. (both get on the jeepney)

2. Katy: Mister, here's our payment.

3. Driver: Where to?

4. Katy: Pandacan.

5. Driver: For how many people?

CONT'D OVER
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6. Katy: Two.

7. Driver: Here's your change.

8. Katy: Thank you.

9. (getting off the car)

10. Katy: Mister, please stop!

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Sukli change noun

Para
Stop! (Used to get off public 

transportation vehicles) interjection

mama Mister noun

bayad fare, payment noun

saan where adverb

Punta to go verb

ilan how many adverb

dalawa two numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Kunin mo ang sukli nat in. 
"Get  our change."

Para po sa kant o. 
"Please stop at  the corner."

Mama, sa inyo po ba it o?  
"Mister, is this yours?"

Nasaan ang bayad mo?  
"Where’s your payment?"
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Ibigay mo ang bayad sa kanya. 
"Give the payment  to him."

Saan t ayo pupunt a?  
"Where are we going?"

Saan ka nat ut o mag t agalog?  
"Where did you learn Filipino?"

Saan ka nakat ira?  
"Where do you live?"

Taga saan ka ba?  
"Where are you f rom?"

Saan ang pagamut an?  
"Where is the hospital?"

Pupunt a ka ba bukas?  
"Are you going tomorrow?"

Ilang t ao ang pumunt a sa iyong salu-
salo?  
"How many people are in your 
party?"

Dalawang t iket  hanggang Maynila. 
"T wo t ickets to Manila please."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Mama 
 Mama, translated into English as "mister," is a noun used to address a man whose name is 
not known to the speaker. Usually it is used to refer to older men or those about 20 years old 
and above. However, it cannot be used to address women. It is usually used in informal 
conversations. 

For example: 

1. Mama, saan po ang sakayan ng bus? 
"Mister, where is the bus stop?"

Bayad 
 Bayad is a noun translated into English as "payment." It refers to the action or process of 
paying someone or something or of being paid. It can also refer to the amount payable. 
Bayad changes to bayaran, which is the verb for "to pay." 

For example: 
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1. Nasaan ang bayad mo? 
"Where's your payment?"

2. Bayad ka na ba? 
"Are you paid?"

3. Kailan mo siya balak bayaran? 
 "When are you planning to pay her?"

Sukli 
 Sukli is a noun translated into English as "change." It is the amount of money that you 
receive or is returned to you when the amount given is more than what is due. It can be used 
in both formal and informal conversations. 

For example: 

1. Binigay ng tindera ang sukli niya. 
"The vendor gave him his change."

2. Nakuha mo na ba yung sukli mo? 
 "Did you already get your change?"

3. Suklian mo siya. 
"Give him his change."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is What  t o Say When you Ride  a jeepney in t he  Philippines. 
Mama, bayad po. 
 "Mister , here's my/our  payment " 
Mama, para po! 
"Mister , please  stop (I'm get t ing off)!"
 

The key phrases while riding a jeepney in the Philippines are bayad po and para po. The first 
phrase, bayad po, expresses the passenger's intention of paying the fare. This means that if a 
passenger is far from the reach of the driver, other passengers would take and pass on to 
each other the payment or fare until it finally reaches the driver. bayad po is the polite form, 
and we can use it in both formal and informal conversations. Bayad is also used, but it 
expresses that the speaker does not wish to be respectful or polite. 

On the other hand, para po expresses the passenger's wish for the driver to stop the jeepney 
so that they can get off. To put it simply, it means, "Please stop the jeepney; I'm getting off." If 
you want to be respectful, you should use para po. If otherwise, para is used. 
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Phrase Polit e  Form Usage

bayad bayad po To give the payment or fare 
to the driver.

para para po

To stop the jeepney; to 
indicate the passenger's 
wish to get off.

 How t o say for  two people  going t o a place  
 Usually if the jeepney route is longer than four kilometers, fares are different. Thus, 
passengers should indicate for how many people and their destination for the driver so he 
can assess how much they should pay or if they still have change or a balance from their 
payment. Thus, we say bayad po, dalawang Manila po, which expresses that the person is 
paying for the fare of two people going to Manila. The first part of the phrase is bayad po, 
which means, "Here's my / our payment," while the second part is composed of "the number 
of persons + destination." Thus, dalawang ("two") + Manila ("place") + po (polite expression). 
 For example: 

1. Bayad po, tatlong SM po. 
"Here's payment for three people going to SM."

2. Mama, bayad po isang Trinoma po. 
 "Mister, here's payment for one person going to Trinoma."

3. Bayad po, tatlong McDonald's po. 
 "Here's payment for three people going to McDonald's."

4. Mama, bayad po. Apat na KFC po. 
 "Mister, here's payment for four people going to KFC."

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Mama, bayad po. 
"Mister, here's our payment."

2. Mama, para po! 
"Mister, please stop!"

 Language  Expansion 
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 In some cases when the passenger wants to be specific about the place that the jeepney 
should stop at, the phrase para po sa + place should be used instead of para po, since para po 
means that the jeepney should stop at that instant or immediately. For instance, if we want 
to say, "Please stop at the corner," we just say, para po sa kanto. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The  Jeepney
 

The jeepney is the basic mode of transportation in the Philippines. Jeepneys are usually 
colorful and designed by the drivers themselves. The designs in jeepneys are very interesting. 
Most of the time, the walls of the jeepney have the names of the driver's family members, their 
zodiac signs, or their favorite characters. This shows how Filipinos are very family-oriented. 
Jeepneys are not air-conditioned. Rather, they have open windows. If the driver is a Roman 
Catholic, his jeepney will also have a rosary, which is a statue of a saint, or a short prayer, 
which shows how they value their faith. Sometimes there's also a radio installed so that 
passengers can listen to music, which shows the Filipino's great love for music. The word 
"jeepney" is often shortened to "jeep" in daily conversations. 
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FILIPINO

1. Ana: Uy Angel, nasaan si Sarah?

2. Angel: Nasa kuwarto. Gusto niyo ba siyang makita?

3. Mary: Oo!

4. (goes to the room to see baby Sarah)

5. Mary: (in a soft voice) Ah! Ang ganda niya!

6. Ana: Angel, Ilang taon na ba siya?

7. Angel: Isa.

8. (The baby starts crying.)

9. Mary: Ay naku! Pasensya ka na, masyado ba kaming maingay?

ENGLISH

1. Ana: Hey Angel, where is Sarah?

2. Angel: In the room. Do you want to see her?

3. Mary: Yes!

4. (goes to the room to see baby Sarah)

5. Mary: Ah! She's beautiful!

6. Ana: Angel, how old is she?

CONT'D OVER
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7. Angel: One.

8. (The baby starts crying.)

9. Mary: Oh my! Sorry, are we too noisy?

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

Maingay noisy; loud adjective

Nasaan where pronoun

nasa
in that place; particle 
indicating position or 

location
particle

Kwarto room noun

Maganda beautiful adjective

ilan how many adverb

Taon year noun

masyado too, excessive adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Bakit  maingay sa simbahan?  
"Why is it  noisy in the church?"

Nasaan ang libro mo?  
"Where is your book?"

Nasa ibabaw ng lamesa. 
"It ’s on top of  the table."

Nasa kanan. 
"It 's on the right ."

Malaki ba ang kwart o mo?  
"Is your room big?"

Maganda si Ana. 
"Ana is beaut if ul."
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Ilang t ao ang pumunt a sa iyong salu-
salo?  
"How many people are in your 
party?"

Sampung t aon t ayong hindi nagkit a! 
"We haven’t  met  for ten years!"

It o ay mahal masyado. 
"It  is too expensive."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Nasaan 
Nasaan is translated into English as "where." It is used to ask where a specific object or 
person's location is. The other question word, saan, also means "where" but is used to ask 
the location of an action: 

For example: 

1. Nasaan ang kape ko? 
"Where is my coffee?"

2. Saan sila pupunta? 
 "Where are they going?"

Nasa 
 Nasa is used to point to objects in a specific place or location. Nasa is usually followed by 
the direction or location of the objects or people. It is the response to the question word 
Nasaan. On the other hand, sa, or "at" in English, is used in response to the question word 
saan. 

For example: 

1. Q: Nasaan ang kape ko? 
"Where is my coffee?" 
A: Nasa ibabaw ng lamesa. 
"It's on the table."

2. Q: Saan sila pupunta? 
"Where are they going?" 
A: Sa ospital. 
"At the hospital."
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Masyado 
 Masyado is an adjective translated into English as "too" or "excessive." It is used to refer to 
the excessiveness of something or someone. 

For example: 

1. Masyadong mabigat ang kahon. 
"The box is too heavy."

2. Masyadong malakas ang ulan. 
 "The rain is too strong."

3. Masyadong maingay ang mga bata. 
"The children are too noisy."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is How t o Ask Someone  or  Something's Age  in Filipino. 
Ilang taon na ba siya? 
"How old is (s)he?" 
 

 
 We use the phrase Ilang taon to ask "how old" someone or something is. The phrase is 
formed by combining the words ilan and taon. The first word, ilan, means "how many" or 
"how much," while the second word, on the other hand, means "years." There are various 
forms of asking the age of people, places, and things in Filipino. One is, ilang taon na ba siya?, 
as used in the dialogue. This phrase is used to ask the age of a person. The pronoun siya 
refers to "he" or "she," which means the person whose age is in question and is neither the 
speaker or the person he is talking to. Now the phrase, ilang taon ka na?, which means, "How 
old are you," is used if the speaker wants to ask the age of the person he is talking to. 

Phrase Polit e  Form English 
Translat ion

Usage

ilang taon? ilang taon po? "how old?"; "how 
many years?"

To ask the age or 
duration of time of 
something or 
someone.

ilang taon na ba 
siya?

ilang taon na po ba 
siya?

"how old is he / 
she?"

To ask the age of a 
person the speaker 
and the listener are 
talking about.
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ilang taon ka na? ilang taon ka na po? "how old are you?"

To ask the age of 
the person the 
speaker is talking 
to.

ilang taon na ito?; 
ilang taon na ang + 
object

ilang taon na po ito?
ilang taon na po 
ang + noun

"how old is this?" ; 
"how old is the" + 
noun

To ask the age of 
something.

ilang taon na si + 
name of person

ilang taon na po si + 
name of person

"how old is" + 
name of person

To ask the age of 
someone (specific).

ilang taon na ito?  

The phrase, ilang taon na ito, is simply, "How old is this?" It is used to ask the age of an 
object. In addition, if the speaker wants to be specific with the object in question, he can say 
its name rather than use the pronoun ito, which means "this." For example, if you want to ask 
the age of the book, we say ilang taon na ang libro? which is "How old is the book?" in 
English. 

For example: 

1. Ilang taon na ang bahay? 
"How old is the house?"

2. Ilang taon na ang guro? 
"How old is the teacher?"

3. Jenny, ilang taon na ang kapatid mo? 
"Jenny, how old is your sister?"

4. Tom, ilang taon ka na? 
"Tom, how old are you?"

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Ilang taon na ba siya? 
"How old is she?"

Language  Expansion 
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 We can also say ilang taon na si + name of person to ask the age of a specific individual. For 
example, if we want to ask Pat how old her friend Maria is, we ask Pat, Pat, ilang taon na si 
Maria? or, "Pat, how old is Maria?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Babies in t he  Philippines
 

It is common for Filipino babies to have a phase of pangingilala or, as an adjective, the baby 
is said to be nangingilala. During this phase of pangingilala, they tend to take their time in 
warming up to strangers or people they've just met. Babies are very well-loved by Filipino 
families, and they're often the center of attention during events and special occasions. The 
usual first words by Filipino babies are either Mama, which refers to their mother, or Papa 
which refers to their father. The baby's first word is very much anticipated by the whole family 
and would often be a cause for a small celebration. 
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FILIPINO

1. Ana: Mary, saan mo gustong pumunta sa Linggo?

2. Mary: Gusto kong maglakad sa parke.

3. Ana: Parang gusto ko rin yun. Gusto mo rin bang manood ng sine?

4. Mary: Patawad Ana, hindi ko gustong manood ng sine sa Linggo.

5. Ana: Bakit?

6. Mary: Wala kasi akong pera.

7. Ana: Hindi yun problema! Kung gusto mo ililibre kita!

8. Mary: Talaga? Maraming salamat Ana!

9. Ana: Walang anuman!

ENGLISH

1. Ana: Mary, where do you want to go this Sunday?

2. Mary: I want to walk in the park.

3. Ana: I think I'd like that too. Do you also want to see a movie?

4. Mary: Sorry, Ana, I don't want to see a movie this Sunday.

5. Ana: Why?

6. Mary: Because I don't have money.

CONT'D OVER
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7. Ana: That's not a problem! If you want, I'll treat you!

8. Mary: Really? Thank you very much, Ana!

9. Ana: You're welcome!

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

ilibre to treat verb

problema problem noun

Linggo Sunday noun

Parang to seem verb

manood watch verb

Sine Movie theater; cinema noun

ng
of; preposition introducing 

doer of action or direct 
object

preposition

wala none

kasi because conjunction

pera money noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Libre ka ba bukas?  
"Are you f ree tomorrow?"

Meron akong malaking problema. 
"I have a big problem. "

May problema ba?  
"What 's wrong?"

Darat ing si Juan sa Linggo. 
"Juan will arrive this Sunday."
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Parang uulan bukas. 
"It  seems it  will rain tomorrow."

Ang pamilya ay nanunuod ng 
t elebisyon. 
T he f amily watches television.

Magkit a t ayo sa sine. 
"Let ’s meet  at  the movie theater."

Bigyan mo siya ng payong. 
"Give him an umbrella."

Ano ang lagay ng panahon sa Maynila?  
"What 's the weather like in 
Manila?"

Wala ang dokt or  sa ospit al. 
"T he doctor is not  at  the 
hospital."

Hindi kasi ako marunong lumangoy. 
"Because I don't  know how to 
swim."

Hindi siya bumili kasi sobrang mahal. 
"He didn’t  buy because it ’s too 
expensive."

Kaunt i na lang ang pera ko. 
"I only have a lit t le money lef t ."

Ang lalaki ay t umat anggap ng pera. 
"T he man receives money."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Parang 
 Parang is a verb translated into English as "to seem" or "to look like." The word parang gives 
the impression of something having a certain quality. It can be used in both formal and 
informal conversations. 

For example: 

1. Parang maysakit ka. 
"You seem to be sick."

2. Parang kilala kita. 
 "You seem familiar."

3. Parang malungkot ka ngayon. 
"You seem sad today."

Kasi 
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 kasi is a conjunction translated into English as "because." It is used to connect the cause 
and the effect. Kasi is usually used in informal conversations. In formal conversations, the 
word dahil is used. 

For example: 

1. Nahuli ako sa klase kasi hindi ako nagising ng maaga. 
"I was late in class because I was not able to wake up early."

2. Mag-aaral ako dahil gusto kong makakuha ng mataas na marka. 
 "I will study because I want to get high grades."

Ng 
 ng is an article that is often used in the Filipino language. It is commonly used to introduce 
nouns, pronouns, adjectives, or counters. Most of the time, it can also mean "of." 

For example: 

1. Bumili ka ng maraming prutas. 
 "Buy many fruits." (counter: marami - "many")

2. Gusto kong kumain ng manok. 
 "I want to eat chicken." (noun: manok - "chicken")

3. Bigyan mo siya ng magandang singsing. 
"Give her a beautiful ring." (adjective: maganda - "beautiful")

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is t o State  Whether  You Like  or  Don't  Like  Something or  
Someone.  
Gusto kong maglakad sa parke. 
"I want  t o walk in t he  park."  
Hindi ko gustong manood ng sine sa Linggo. 
"I don't  want  t o watch a movie  t his Sunday." 
 

 
 We use the phrase gusto kong + action to say, "I want to do..." something. The word gusto is 
a verb which means "to like" or "to want." It is the word used to talk about preferences in 
Filipino. We modify the phrase gusto ko or "I want / like" to say our preferences. For example, 
we add the phrase ng + something to form gusto ko ng + something to say that we like or 
want something. Another is gusto ko si + name or, "I like / want" + name to say that we like / 
want someone (specific). Finally, we can also say gusto ko ang + noun to say that we like 
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something or someone. It is translated as, "I like the [noun]," 

Phrase Polit e  form English 
Translat ion

Usage

gusto kong + action

gusto ko pong + 
action

"I want to do 
[action]"

To say that you 
like / want to do 
something

gusto ko ng + object gusto ko po ng + 
object "I want (a) [object]"

To say that you like 
something 
(speaking in 
general)

gusto ko ang + noun gusto ko po ang + 
noun

"I want the [noun]" To say that you like 
something (specific)

gusto ko si + name gusto ko po si + 
name

"I like [name]" To say that you like 
someone (specific)

Hindi ko gusto or "I don't like" 
 Saying you don't like something or someone is done by modifying the previous phrases of 
saying the things you like or want. We just add the word hindi, which means "not" or "no," to 
express dislike and negate the statement. Notice that the words gusto and ko are also re-
arranged. 

Phrase Polit e  form English 
Translat ion

Usage

hindi ko gustong + 
action

hindi ko po gustong 
+ action

"I want to do 
[action]"

To say that you 
don't like / want to 
do something

hindi ko gusto ng + 
object

hindi ko po gusto 
ng + object "I want (a) [object]"

To say that you 
don't like 
something 
(speaking in 
general)

hindi ko gusto ang 
+ noun

hindi ko po gusto 
ang + noun "I want the [noun]"

To say that you 
don't like 
something (specific)
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hindi ko gusto si + 
name

hindi ko po gusto si 
+ name "I like [name]"

To say that you 
don't like someone 
(specific)

For example: 

1. Gusto kong tumakbo. 
"I want to run."

2. Hindi ko gustong tumakbo. 
"I don't want to run."

3. Gusto ko si Sam. 
"I like Sam."

4. Gusto ko ng tinapay. 
"I want bread."

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Gusto kong maglakad sa parke. 
 "I want to walk in the park."

2. Hindi ko gustong manood ng sine sa Linggo. 
"I don't want to watch a movie this Sunday."

Language  T ip
 

  
 The phrase anong gusto mo? is the phrase we use to ask someone, "What do you like / 
want?" If we want to be more polite, we just add the word po, thus, it now becomes, ano 
pong gusto mo? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Seeing a Movie  in t he  Philippines
 

Movie houses in Manila are, most of the time, located inside department stores and malls. 
There are very few stand-alone movie houses left in the Philippines. Filipino movies and 
Hollywood movies are the most common types of movies shown in the Philippines. The setup 
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of cinemas in the Philippines are more Western-styled. Common foods and drinks in 
cinemas are popcorns, hot dogs, fast food chain take-out menus, soft drinks, French fries, 
and the like. Watching movies is also one of the favorite pastimes or hobbies of Filipinos. The 
most popular types of movies are action movies for men, romance movies for women, 
animation for children, and horror or suspense movies for teenagers. However, in almost all 
Filipino movies, there is a comedy part or character who serves as a tension breaker. This 
shows that no matter what genre, Filipinos are very cheerful and that it's not possible to not 
have a comedy part in movies. 
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FILIPINO

1. Ella: Mae anong oras magsisimula yung palabas?

2. Mae: Sa ikatlo ng hapon Ella.

3. Ella: Anong oras tayo magkikita?

4. Mae: Magkita tayo sa sakayan ng bus ng alas-dos ng hapon.

5. Ella: Sige. Anong oras matatapos yung palabas?

6. Mae: Sa palagay ko mga alas-siyete ng gabi na.

7. Ella: Ang tagal! Sige, magkita na lang tayo mamaya.

8. Mae: Sige. Oo nga pala, anong oras na ngayon?

9. Ella: alas-otso ng umaga May.

10. Mae: Salamat!

ENGLISH

1. Ella: Mae, what time will the show start?

2. Mae: Three in the afternoon, Ella.

3. Ella: What time will we meet?

4. Mae: Let's meet at the bus stop at two in the afternoon.

5. Ella: Okay. What time will the show end?

CONT'D OVER
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6. Mae: I think about seven in the evening.

7. Ella: That's so long! Okay, let's just meet later.

8. Mae: Alright. By the way, what time is it now?

9. Ella: It's eight in the morning, Mae.

10. Mae: Thanks!

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

palagay opinion; idea noun

mamaya later adverb

oras time noun

magsimula start

palabas show, performance noun

tayo we pronoun

magkita meet verb

oo nga pala by the way adverb

matapos to end; finish verb

matagal for a long time adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ano sa palagay mo?  
"What  do you think?"

Mamaya na ako kakain. 
"I’ll eat  later."
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Anong oras na?  
"What  t ime is it?"

Paumanhin, anong oras nagbubukas?  
"Excuse me, what  t ime does it  
open?"

Magsimula na t ayong kumain. 
"Let ’s start  eat ing."

Ang mga at let a ay nagsisimula ng 
karera. 
T he athletes start  the race.

Nakakat akot  ang palabas 
"T he show is scary."

Hindi t ayo magkaibigan. 
"We’re not  f riends."

Hindi t ayo maaaring umalis. 
"We cannot  leave."

Magkit a kayo sa parke. 
"We meet  each other at  the park."

Magkikit a ba sila mamaya?  
"Will they meet  later?"

Nakikipagt agpo ang ahent e ng lupa sa 
kliyent e. 
T he real estate agent  meets the 
client .

Oo nga pala, nakalimut an kong sabihin 
sayo. 
"By the way, I f orgot  to tell you."

Kaya mo ba it ong mat apos ng maaga?  
"Can you f inish this early?"

Mat agal akong naghint ay dit o. 
"I waited here for a long t ime."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Tayo 
 Tayo is a pronoun translated into English as "we" and sometimes "us." It is used by the 
speaker to address himself/herself and other people as a group or having something in 
common. 

For example: 
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1. Hindi tayo susuko. 
"We will not give up."

2. Mamamasyal tayo sa parke bukas. 
"We'll stroll the park tomorrow."

Oras 
 Oras is a noun translated into English as "hour" or "time." The direct meaning of oras is 
"hour," but it is used to generally ask the time in Filipino. 

For example: 

1. Oras na para simulant natin ang klase. 
 "It's now time to start the class."

2. Ilang oras kaya aabutin ang palabas? 
"How many hours will the show take?"

3. Anong oras ka ba matatapos? 
"What time will you finish?"

Palagay 
 Palagay is a noun translated into English as "opinion" or "idea." It is basically what the 
person thinks about something or someone. It can be used in both formal and informal 
conversations. 

For example: 

1. Ano sa palagay mo? 
"What do you think?"

2. Palagay ko maraming bibisita bukas. 
"I think many will visit tomorrow."

3. Sa palagay ko, madali lang ang pagsusulit. 
"In my opinion, the test is easy."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Asking What  T ime  it  is in Filipino. 
Anong oras na ngayon? 
"What  t ime  is it  now?" 
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 The phrase anong oras is used to ask the time in Filipino. The phrase is formed by combining 
the two words ano, which means "what," and oras, which means "hour." We can simply say, 
anong oras? to ask, "What time?" However, if we want to be specific on the time that we're 
asking, we need to modify the phrase. 

For instance, we want to ask the time now, or, "What time is it (now)?" In this case, we use 
anong oras na? Notice that we only added the word na, which denotes the time "now" or 
"already." On the other hand, the phrase anong oras + action is used to ask what time a 
specific action will take place, like in the example dialogue: anong oras magsisimula ang 
palabas? or "What time will the show start?" Finally, if we want to ask what time a specific 
event or happening is going to take place, we use anong oras ang + event / happening. For 
example, if we want to ask, "What time is your work?" we can say, anong oras ang trabaho mo, 
where trabaho means "work." 

Phrase Polit e  form English 
t ranslat ion

Usage

Anong oras? Anong oras po? "What time?" To ask the time

Anong oras na? Anong oras na po? "What time is it 
(now)?"

To ask the current 
time or the time now

Anong oras + 
action?

Anong oras po + 
action?

"What time will 
[action]?"

To ask the time of 
an action

Anong oras ang + 
event?

Anong oras po ang 
+ event?

"What time is the 
[event]?"

To ask the time of 
an event or 
happening

Saying t he  T ime  in Filipino
 

Now that you know how to ask the time, it's natural that you should know how to say the 
time in Filipino. Filipinos use the twelve-hour clock and not the twenty-four- hour clock, 
which means they have the a.m. or morning and p.m. or afternoon / evening. There are two 
ways of saying the time in Filipino, it's either in traditional Filipino or in Filipino Spanish. The 
Spanish way of saying the time is more common though. To say the time, we just use the 
time (number) + time of the day. There are four times of the day. We use ng umaga/ng tanghali/
ng hapon/ng gabi. For example, if we want to say eight o'clock a.m., we can say alas-otso ng 
umaga or ika-walo ng umaga. 

Below is the chart of the time in Filipino. 

12-hour  
clock (a.m./
p.m.)

24-hour  
clock

Filipino t ime  
(Spanish)

Filipino t ime  
(t radit ional / 
old)

T ime  of t he  
day used
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1:00 a.m. 1:00 Ala-una Ika-isa Ng umaga

2:00 2:00 Alas-dos Ika-dalawa Ng umaga

3:00 3:00 Alas-tres Ika-tatlo Ng umaga

4:00 4:00 Alas-kwatro Ika-apat Ng umaga

5:00 5:00 Ala-singko Ika-lima Ng umaga

6:00 6:00 Ala-sais Ika-anim Ng umaga

7:00 7:00 Ala-siyete Ika-pito Ng umaga

8:00 8:00 Alas-otso Ika-walo Ng umaga

9:00 9:00 Alas-nueve Ika-siyam Ng umaga

10:00 10:00 Alas-dyis Ika-sampu Ng umaga

11:00 11:00 Alas-onse Ika-labing isa Ng umaga

12:00 p.m. 12:00 Alas-dose Ika-
labingdalawa

Ng tanghali

1:00 13:00 Ala-una Ika-isa Ng tanghali

2:00 14:00 Alas-dos Ika-dalawa Ng tanghali

3:00 15:00 Alas-tres Ika-tatlo Ng tanghali

4:00 16:00 Alas-kwatro Ika-apat Ng hapon

5:00 17:00 Ala-singko Ika-lima Ng hapon

6:00 18:00 Ala-sais Ika-anim Ng gabi

7:00 19:00 Ala-siyete Ika-pito Ng gabi

8:00 20:00 Alas-otso Ika-walo Ng gabi

9:00 21:00 Alas-nueve Ika-siyam Ng gabi

10:00 22:00 Alas-dyis Ika-sampu Ng gabi

11:00 23:00 Alas-onse Ika-labing isa Ng gabi
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12:00 00:00 Alas-dose Ika-
labingdalawa

Ng umaga

For example: 

1. Anong oras ang palabas? 
"What time is the show?"

2. Anong oras tayo aalis? 
"What time will we leave?"

3. Uy Patrick, anong oras ang laro? 
"Hey, Patrick, what time is the game?"

4. Alas-nueve ng gabi Ken. 
 "It's at nine in the evening, Ken."

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Anong oras tayo magkikita? 
 "What time will we meet?"

2. Anong oras na ngayon? 
 "What time is it now?"

 Language  T ip
 

  
 The Spanish version of time is more commonly used in Filipino conversations. Although the 
traditional or old way of saying time is more formal than the previous, it's really not so much 
used nowadays. Another way of telling time is by using the English numbers one to nine, 
plus the time of the day. For example, 9 ng gabi or nine ng gabi to say "nine in the evening." 
However, this approach is very informal. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Being Late
 

There is a distinct culture surrounding time in the Philippines. In most situations, Filipinos 
are late for events, meetings, school, work, and the like. Filipinos refer to this as "Filipino 
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time." It means that when you're meeting someone in the Philippines, expect that they will be 
five minutes to about thirty minutes late. It's also common that events such as shows, 
speeches, festivals, and even formal meetings don't actually start on the exact time as 
promised. This may also be why most people think that it's okay to arrive late since the event 
itself won't start at the actual time. A common excuse for being late in the Philippines is 
blaming the heavy traffic on the streets. 
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FILIPINO

1. Katy: Bea, meron ka bang pusa?

2. Bea: Oo. Meron akong isang pusa. Ikaw Katy, meron ka bang alagang 
hayop?

3. Katy: Wala. Hindi pwede ang mga hayop sa bahay namin.

4. Bea: Ganun ba? Oo nga pala, may mga kapatid ka ba?

5. Katy: Ah, oo. May ate ako at kuya.

6. Bea: Nakakainggit! Sana mayron din akong mga kapatid!

7. Katy: Haha, meron ka namang pusa.

8. Bea: Hahaha, tama!

ENGLISH

1. Katy: Bea, do you have a cat?

2. Bea: Yes, I have one cat. How about you, Katy, do you have a pet?

3. Katy: No, I don't. Pets are not allowed in our house.

4. Bea: Is that so? By the way, Katy, do you have siblings?

5. Katy: Ah, yes I have. I have an older sister and an older brother.

6. Bea: I envy you! I wish I had siblings!

CONT'D OVER
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7. Katy: Haha, you have a cat anyway.

8. Bea: Hahaha, that's right!

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

meron to have verb

pusa cat noun

alagang hayop pet noun

nakakainggit enviable adjective

pwede verb

bahay house noun

namin our pronoun

kapatid sibling noun

ate older sister noun

kuya older brother noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Meron akong sasabihin sayo. 
"I have something to say to you."

Mahilig ako sa pusa. 
"I’m fond of  cats."

Ang it im na pusa ay naglalakad sa 
ibayo ng screen. 
"T he black cat  is walking across 
the screen."

Marami kaming alagang hayop. 
"We have many pets."

Nakakainggit  si Bet t y. 
"Bet ty is enviable."

Pwede maki kopya?  
“Can I copy something?”
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Pwede humiram ng t elepono?  
“Can I borrow a telephone?”

Nasaan ang bahay mo?  
"Where is your house?"

Malaki ang bahay niya. 
"His house is big."

May mga kapat id ka bang lalaki at  
babae?  
"Do you have any brothers or 
sisters?"

Siya ay desperadong humuhiling para 
sa isang kapat id- kahit  isang kapat id 
na babae o isang kapat id na lalaki. 
"She desperately wished for a 
sibling—either a sister or a 
brother."

Si at e ang pinakamat alino sa klase. 
"My older sister is the smartest  in 
class."

Mayroon akong at e. 
"I have an older sister."

Magaling sumayaw si kuya. 
"My older brother is a good 
dancer."

Mayroon akong kuya. 
"I have an older brother."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Ate 
 Ate is a noun which refers to "an older sister." Sometimes it can also refer to an older female 
relative of the speaker, maybe a cousin, or a very close friend. However, it is commonly used 
in the Philippines to address women or a female whose name the speaker does not know. Ate 
should only be used in informal conversations when used to address females whose name is 
not known. On the other hand, ate can be used in both formal and informal situations when 
used to refer to the speaker's older sister. 

For example: 

1. Ate, magkano po ito? 
"Miss, how much is this?"
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2. Maganda ang ate ko. 
"My older sister is beautiful."

Kuya 
 Kuya is a noun which refers to "an older brother." Sometimes it can also refer to an older 
male relative of the speaker, maybe a cousin, or a very close friend. However, it is commonly 
used in the Philippines to address men or a male whose name the speaker does not know. 
Kuya should only be used in informal conversations when used to address males whose 
names are not known. On the other hand, kuya can be used in both formal and informal 
situations when used to refer to the speaker's older brother or older male relative / friend. 

For example: 

1. Kuya, nasaan po yung banko? 
 "Mister, where's the bank?"

2. Sikat na basketbolista ang kuya ko. 
 "My older brother is a famous basketball player."

 Alagang hayop 
 Alagang hayop is a noun that is translated into English as "pet." The word is formed by 
combining the two words alaga and hayop. The first word, alaga, is a noun which means 
"care" or refers to a person or animal taken care of. The second word, hayop, means animal. 
Therefore, combining the two words, it becomes an animal that is taken care of. Sometimes 
in conversations when it is clear that the speakers are talking about pets, the word alagang is 
removed and hayop is used. 

For example: 

1. Marami silang alagang hayop. 
"They have many pets."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Asking if  Somebody has Something or  Someone  or  
About  t he  Existence  of Something or  Someone. 
Bea, meron ka bang pusa? 
 "Bea, do you have  a cat?"
 

The phrase meron ka bang + noun is used to ask if somebody has something or someone in 
informal conversations. The phrase is made up of the words meron, which is the informal 
form of the word mayroon, which means "to have," plus the pronoun ka, which means "you," 
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and the question marker ba. Lastly, the object / place / person in question is stated at the 
end. We can make this statement formal by adding po. Thus, the formal form will be meron 
ka po bang + noun. 

Formal form: Mayroon ka bang + noun 

To make the phrase more formal, we use the formal form of the word meron, which is mayroon 
and means "to have" or "having." 

Phrase English t ranslat ion Degree  of formalit y

meron ka bang + noun? "do you have (a) [noun]?" Informal

meron ka po bang + noun? "do you have (a) [noun]?" Formal

mayroon ka bang + noun? "do you have (a) [noun]?" Formal

mayroon ka po bang + 
noun?

"do you have (a) [noun]?" More formal

For example: 

1. Meron ka bang kotse? 
"Do you have a car?"

2. Mayroon ka po bang tanong? 
"Do you have a question?"

3. Meron ka bang sasabihin? 
"Do you have something to say?"

4. Mayroon ka bang regalo? 
 "Do you have a present?"

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Mayroon ka bang alagang hayop? 
"Do you have a pet?"

2. Mayroon ka bang mga kapatid? 
"Do you have siblings?"

 Language  Expansion
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To answer the question, we use the form mayroon / meron ka bang + noun. We simply say 
mayron / meron if you have the object in question and wala / wala po if you do not have or 
possess the object in question. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Siblings in t he  Philippines
 

Filipinos often have siblings, and in fact, it is very uncommon to be an only child in the 
Philippines. Most of the time, people would ask the reason why the person does not have any 
brothers or sisters. However, some also think that people with no siblings are usually rich 
people or that they are spoiled because they have no one to share their things with. On the 
brighter side, "only children" are often looked after by their friends and everyone around them 
so that they won't feel lonely or out of place. This is because Filipinos believe in the saying 
"the more, the merrier." Filipinos love to be with many people, and it is really weird if you are a 
loner or a shy person. 
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FILIPINO

1. Katy: Bea, anong ginagawa mo?

2. Bea: Nagbabasa ako ng libro. Ikaw Katy anong ginagawa mo?

3. Katy: Tumatakbo ako. Gusto mong sumama?

4. Bea: Sige! Oo nga pala anong ginagawa nila?

5. Katy: Ah! Sumasayaw sila.

6. Bea: Wow. Katy, tignan mo si Mike!

7. Katy: Anong ginagawa ni Mike?

8. Bea: Naglalaro siya ng basketball.

9. Katy: Mag-isa? Tara samahan natin siya.

10. Bea: Sige!

ENGLISH

1. Katy: Bea, what are you doing?

2. Bea: I'm reading a book. How about you, Katy, what are you doing?

3. Katy: I'm running. Would you like to come?

4. Bea: Sure! By the way, what are they doing?

5. Katy: Ah! They are dancing.

CONT'D OVER
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6. Bea: Wow! Katy, look at Mike.

7. Katy: What is he doing?

8. Bea: He's playing basketball.

9. Katy: Alone? Let's accompany him.

10. Bea: Sure!

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

samahan to accompany verb

mag-isa alone adjective

ginagawa doing verb

magbasa read verb

libro book noun

takbo to run verb

sumama to join verb

sumayaw dance noun

tignan to look verb

maglaro play 

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Samahan mo ang kapat id mo sa 
ospit al. 
"Accompany your brother to the 
hospital."

Mag-isa lang siya sa kanyang silid. 
"She’s alone in her room."
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Anong ginagawa mo?  
"What  are you doing?"

Mahirap magbasa sa madilim na lugar. 
"It ’s hard to read in a dark place."

Ang ina ay nagbabasa ng libro para sa 
kanyang anak na babae. 
T he mother read to her daughter.

libro yan. 
"It 's a book."

Ang ina ay nagbasa para sa kanyang 
anak na babae. 
"T he mother read to her 
daughter."

Gaano kalayo ka t umakbo?  
"How far did you run?"

Hindi niya gust ong sumama. 
"He doesn’t  want  to join."

Gust o kong sumayaw. 
"I want  to dance."

Hindi ako marunong sumayaw. 
"I don’t  know how to dance."

Nagsasayaw ang mananayaw sa 
plat form. 
T he dancers dance on the 
plat form.

T ignan mo it ong nakit a ko. 
"T ake a look at  what  I f ound."

Madalas maglaro ang mga bat a dit o. 
"T he children of ten play here."

Ang magkaibigan ay naglalaro ng t enis. 
"T he f riends play tennis."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Maglaro 
 Maglaro is a verb which is translated into English as "to play." It comes from the word laro, 
which means "a play" or "a game," and the prefix mag, which means "to do" something. 

Present tense - Naglalaro 
Past tense - Naglaro 
Future tense - Maglalaro  
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For example: 

1. Gusto mo bang maglaro ng Uno? 
 "Do you want to play Uno?"

2. Naglalaro sila sa paaralan. 
 "They are playing at school."

3. Maglalaro kami ng tennis bukas. 
"We're going to play tennis tomorrow."

Sumayaw 
Sumayaw is a verb which means "to dance." The word is formed from the noun sayaw, which 
means "dance." The present tense of sumayaw is sumasayaw. The past tense is sumayaw, 
and the future tense is sasayaw. 

For example: 

1. Hindi ako marunong sumayaw. 
 "I don't know how to dance."

2. Sumayaw sila kanina. 
"The danced a while ago."

3. Sumasayaw sila ngayon. 
"They are dancing right now."

4. Sasayaw sila mamaya. 
"The will dance later."

 Takbo 
 Takbo is a verb which means "to run." It can mean the act of moving faster than walking 
and also running for candidacy in elections. The present tense of takbo is tumatakbo. The 
past tense is tumakbo, and the future tense is tatakbo. 

For example: 

1. Tumatakbo ang bata. 
"The child is running."

2. Tumakbo ang bata. 
"The child ran."
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3. Tatakbo ang bata. 
 "The child will run."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Talking About  Act ions using Verbs.  
Anong ginagawa mo? 
 "What  are  you doing?"  
Nagbabasa ako ng libro. 
"I'm reading a book." 
 

We use the phrase anong ginagawa + pronoun to ask what is someone doing. For example, 
anong ginagawa mo? is, "What are you doing?" and anong ginagawa nila is, "What are they 
doing?" The word ginagawa means "doing something." However, this phrase is quite 
informal, thus, to make it formal, we add po. The phrase now becomes Ano pong ginagawa + 
pronoun to ask what someone is doing in formal conversations. 
  Verb (present tense) + pronoun + additional information 
 To answer the question anong ginagawa + pronoun? or "What are / is + pronoun + doing?" 
we use the pattern verb in the present tense + pronoun + additional information (not always 
necessary)." Thus, if a person is currently writing his report, and somebody asks him, anong 
ginagawa mo? ("What are you doing?"), he will reply, nagsusulat ako ng report ko ("I am 
writing my report"). Nagsusulat is the verb in the present tense ("writing"), ako is the pronoun 
for "I," and lastly, the additional information ng report ko, which simply means "my report." If 
the speaker does not wish to disclose what he is writing, he can disregard the additional 
information and merely say nagsusulat ako. ("I am writing."). 
  For example: 

1. Anong ginagawa ni George? 
"What is George doing?"

2. Nagluluto siya ng tanghalian. 
"He is cooking lunch."

3. Anong ginagawa ng kapatid mo? 
"What is your sister doing?"

4. Naglilinis siya ng bahay. 
"She is cleaning the house."

Examples from this dialogue: 
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1. Anong ginagawa ni Mike? 
"What is Mike doing?" 
Naglalaro siya ng basketball. 
"He is playing basketball."

2. Bea, anong ginagawa mo? 
"Bea, what are you doing?" 
Nagbabasa ako ng libro. Ikaw katy, anong ginagawa mo? 
"I'm reading a book. How about you, Katy, what are you doing?" 
Tumatakbo ako. 
"I'm running."

3. Anong ginagawa nila? 
"What are they doing?" 
Sumasayaw sila. 
"They are dancing."

 Language  Expansion
 

  
 It is also possible to just say the verb in the present tense when asked the question, anong 
ginagawa + pronoun? In addition, to make it sound polite, we add po after the verb. For 
example, the answer is, "She's washing the clothes," or Naglalaba siya ng mga damit. We can 
shorten this to naglalaba po. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Physical Act ivit y in t he  Philippines
 

Filipinos have a great love for sports and other physical activities, such as dancing. The 
most popular sport in the Philippines is basketball. Almost all Filipino men know how to play 
basketball. Aside from basketball, other sports such as boxing and billiards are also popular. 
Marathons and fun runs are also common as a means for charity and fundraising activities. 
On the other hand, dancing is also something that Filipinos love to do. Many Filipinos are 
great dancers. Almost everyone can dance, since dancing is a favorite hobby and common 
thing at events and parties. Both old and young enjoy dancing in the Philippines. 
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FILIPINO

1. Mamimili: Paumanhin po. Magkano po itong relo?

2. Tindera: Isang libong piso po.

3. Mamimili: Ang mahal naman po! May mas mura po ba kayo?

4. Tindera: Mayroon po, sandali lang po. Heto po, dalawang daang piso lang 
po.

5. Mamimili: Magkano po ulit?

6. Tindera: Dalawang daang piso po.

7. Mamimili: Sobrang mura po! Kunin ko na po.

8. Tindera: Sige po.

9. Mamimili: Heto po ang bayad ko.

10. Tindera: Salamat po. Balik po sila ulit!

ENGLISH

1. Shopper: Excuse me. How much is this watch?

2. Saleswoman: One-thousand pesos.

3. Shopper: That's so expensive! Do you have something cheaper?

4. Saleswoman: Yes we have, please wait. Here, this is two-hundred pesos only.

CONT'D OVER
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5. Shopper: How much again?

6. Saleswoman: Two-hundred pesos.

7. Shopper: That's so cheap! I'll take it.

8. Saleslady: Okay.

9. Saleswoman: Here's my payment.

10. Saleslady: Thank you. Come again!

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

balik to return verb

sobra excess; too much; surplus adverb

mura  cheap, inexpensive adjective

mas more adverb

bayad fare, payment noun

magkano how much Adverb

Relo watch, clock noun

daan hundred noun

libo thousand noun

mahal expensive adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ibalik mo it o sa kanya. 
"Return this to her."

Kailan ka babalik?  
"When will you return?"
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Sobrang t amis ng kape mo. 
"Your cof fee is very sweet ."

Mura ang bilihin sa palengke. 
"Goods are cheap at  the market ."

Mas mat angkad ako. 
"I’m taller."

Mas maganda ako. 
"I am more beaut if ul."

Nasaan ang bayad mo?  
"Where’s your payment?"

Ibigay mo ang bayad sa kanya. 
"Give the payment  to him."

Magkano iyang relo mo?  
"How much is your watch?"

Magkano it o?  
"How much is this?"

Paumanhin. magkano iyan?  
"Excuse me, how much is that?"

Bago ang relo ko. 
"My watch is new."

Meron akong isang daang dolyar . 
"I have one hundred dollars."

Meron akong isang libong piso. 
"I have one thousand pesos."

Mamahalin ang kanyang sumbrero. 
"His hat  is expensive."

It o ay mahal masyado. 
"It  is too expensive."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Daan 
 daan is a noun which means "hundred." We form numbers in the hundreds' place by first 
saying the numbers from one to nine, plus the suffix ng, plus daan. 

For example, "one-hundred" is isang daan. Isa, which means "one," plus the suffix ng, 
becomes isang. Then we add daan to form isang daan, which means "one-hundred." 
However, when we talk about money, say, pesos or dollars, we add the suffix g to daan to 
make it daang. Thus, "one-hundred pesos" would be isang daang piso. 

Libo 
 libo is a noun which means "thousand." We form numbers in the thousands' place by first 
saying the numbers from one to nine, plus the suffix ng, plus libo. 
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For example, "one-thousand" is isang libo. Isa, which means "one," plus the suffix ng, 
becomes isang. Then we add libo to form isang libo, which means "one-thousand." However, 
when we talk about money, say, pesos or dollars, we add the suffix ng to libo to make it 
libong. Thus, "one-thousand pesos" would be isang libong piso. 
 
  

Piso 
 Piso is the Filipino word for pesos, which refers to the national currency of the Philippines. It 
is commonly referred to as the Philippine Peso, abbreviated as PHP, and uses the symbol �. 
The word piso can also mean �1 ("one peso") because we do not say isang piso for "one 
peso." 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is How t o Ask t he  Price  or  Cost  of Something. 
 Paumanhin po. Magkano po itong relo? 
 "Excuse  me. How much is t his watch?"
 

The word magkano is translated in English as "how much" and is used to ask the price of 
something. The complete pattern in asking the price of something is magkano + pronoun 
(ito / iyan / iyon) or in English, "how much is + pronoun (this / that)." However, if the speaker 
and the person he / she is asking both know what object is being talked about, the speaker 
can just say magkano? which is informal or magkano po? for formal conversations. 
  Magkano po + pronoun (itong / iyang / iyong) + noun 
 If the person wants to ask a specific object's price, the pattern magkano po + pronoun (itong / 
iyang / iyong) + object / noun? For example, you want to know the price of the candle you're 
holding, thus, you have to say, Magkano po itong kandila? which is simply, "How much is 
this candle?" 

Phrase Polit e  form English 
t ranslat ion

Usage

Magkano? Magkano po? "How much?"

To ask the price of 
something both 
known to the 
speaker and the 
listener

Magkano ito / iyan / 
iyon?

Magkano po ito / 
iyan / iyon?

"How much is this / 
that?"

To ask the price of 
something with 
respect to the 
position of the 
speaker
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Magkano itong / 
iyang / iyong + 
object / noun?

Magkano po itong / 
iyang / iyong + 
object / noun?

"How much is this / 
that + object / 
noun?"

To ask the price of 
something (specific)

For example: 

1. Magkano po iyang sapatos? 
"How much is that shoe?"

2. Magkano po lahat? 
"How much is it all?"

3. Magkano ang sweldo mo? 
"How much is your salary?"

4. Magkano itong pitaka? 
 "How much is this wallet?"

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Magkano po itong relo? 
 "How much is this watch?"

2. Magkano? 
"How much?"

 Language  Expansion 
  

  If we want to ask the price of something without regards to the location of the object to the 
speaker, we use the phrase magkano ang + object? or in English, "How much is + object?" 
For example, we can ask, "How much is your tuition?" in Filipino as, Magkano ang matrikula 
mo? where matrikula means "tuition." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Filipino Flea Markets
 

Flea markets or tiangge are very popular in the Philippines. The markets are not just popular 
because of the goods that they sell but also because of the tawaran culture in the Philippines. 
Tawaran comes from the noun tawad or "discount." Thus, discounting is very common, and 
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some claim it to be a skill in Filipino flea markets. Shoppers try their best to persuade the 
sellers to give them the highest possible discount. Almost no shopper agrees to buy the 
goods at their stated or tag price since everyone knows that it's common for flea market 
sellers to give discounts, especially to their loyal customers or what they call suki and those 
who will buy their goods in a large quantity or in bulk. If you happen to go to a flea market, 
don't forget to ask for a "discount" or tawad! 
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FILIPINO

1. Kim: Mawalang-galang po. Ma'am, pwede po bang magtanong?

2. Pulis: Opo. Ano po iyon?

3. Kim: Malayo po ba ang ospital dito?

4. Pulis: Hindi po. Malapit lang.

5. Kim: Ma'am, paano po ba pumunta sa ospital galing dito?

6. Pulis: Diresto lang po dito. Pagkatapos kumanan po kayo sa may 
simbahan. Katabi lang po ng simbahan ang ospital.

7. Kim: Maraming salamat po!

8. Pulis: Walang anuman.

ENGLISH

1. Ken: Excuse me. Maam, can I ask a question?

2. Policewoman: Yes. What is it?

3. Ken: Is the hospital far from here?

4. Policewoman: No. It's near.

5. Ken: Maam, how can I get to the hospital from here?

6. Policewoman: Go straight here, then turn right at the church. The hospital is 
beside the church.

CONT'D OVER
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7. Ken: Thank you very much!

8. Policewoman: You're welcome.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

pagkatapos finally; thereafter; after adverb

kumanan to turn right verb

katabi beside; next to; at one’s side preposition

magtanong to ask

Malayo far adjective

ospital hospital noun

malapit near; close adjective

diretso straight adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Saan ka pupunt a pagkat apos?  
"Where will you go af ter?"

Anong gagawin pagkat apos nit o?  
"What  do we do af ter this?"

Kumanan ka sa kant o. 
"T urn right  at  the corner."

Kat abi ni Bea ang pinsan mo. 
"Your cousin is beside Bea."

Kailangan bang magt anong t ayo?  
"Do we need to ask?"

Ang est udyant e sa kolehiyo ay 
nagt at anong ng kat anungan. 
T he university student  asks a 
quest ion.
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Malayo si Ted sa kanyang pamilya. 
"T ed is f ar f rom his f amily."

Dalhin na nat in siya sa ospit al! 
"Let ’s take him to the hospital 
now!"

Malapit  ang bahay niya sa amin. 
"His house is near ours."

Tumanggi siya magpunt a malapit  sa 
kanyang bahay. 
"She refuses to go anywhere near 
his house."

Lumakad ka ng direst o. 
"Walk st raight ."

Diret so lang papunt a sa parke. 
"Just  go st raight  and you'll get  to 
the park."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Magtanong 
 Magtanong is a verb translated into English as "to ask." It comes from the word tanong, 
which means "a question," plus the prefix mag, which indicates "to do." The present tense of 
the verb is nagtatanong, while the past tense is nagtanong, and the future tense is 
magtatanong. 

For example: 

1. Si Tim ay nagtatanong tungkol sa pagsusulit. 
"Tim is asking about the exam."

2. Si Tim ay nagtanong tungkol sa pagsusulit. 
"Tim asked about the exam."

3. Si Tim ay magtatanong tungkol sa pagsusulit.  
"Tim will ask about the exam."

Kumanan 
 Kumanan is a verb which means "turn right." It comes from the word kanan, which means 
"right," plus the infix um, which indicates movement towards the direction. 

For example: 
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1. Nasa kanan mo ang bintana. 
 "The window is on your right."

2. Kumanan ka sa paaralan. 
"Turn right at the school."

Katabi 
Katabi is a preposition which is translated into English as "beside." It comes from the word 
tabi, which means "side," plus the prefix ka. Katabi can be used in both formal and informal 
conversations. 

For example: 

1. Umupo siya katabi ng bata. 
"He sat beside the kid."

2. Katabi niya si Wilma. 
"Wilma is beside him."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is Asking for  Direct ions. 
 Paano po pumunta sa ospital galing dito? 
 "How t o get  t o t he  hospit al from here?" 
 

The pattern Paano po pumunta sa + destination + [galing + origin] is used to ask for 
directions in Filipino. The word paano means "how." Next, the verb pumunta is "to go" to a 
place. Adding the first two words, we have paano pumunta, which is simply "how  to go." 
Next, we have the word sa, which indicates or marks the place or destination. We now have 
paano pumunta sa + destination. If the speaker and the person he / she is asking both know 
where the origin is or where the person is coming from to get to the destination, the phrase 
paano pumunta sa + destination is used. However, if  the starting point or origin is not clear, 
we have to state it, thus, we use the phrase galing + origin or "from" + origin. Thus, the phrase 
will now become paano pumunta sa + destination + galing + origin. 
   

Formal Form  

To make the statement formal or to give respect to the person you are asking for directions, 
we should add the word po to the phrase. Thus, the phrase we should use in formal 
conversations is paano po pumunta sa + destination + [galing + origin]. 
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  For example: 

1. Paano po pumunta sa palengke? 
"How can I get to the market?"

2. Paano po pumunta sa Starbucks galing McDonald's? 
"How can I get to Starbucks from McDonald's?"

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Paano po pumunta sa ospital galing dito? 
 "How can I get to the hospital from here?"

Sample  Sentences
 

1. Paano pumunta sa bahay niyo? 
"How can I get to your house?"

2. Paano pumunta sa sine galing paaralan? 
"How can I get to the cinema from school?"

 Language  Expansion
 

  
 If you didn't understand the directions given to you, you can ask them to repeat again by 
saying pakiulit po or "please repeat." However, it is better if you say "excuse me" or "sorry" 
first before asking them to repeat the directions. Thus, the best way is to say Paumanhin po. 
Pakiulit po, or "I'm sorry. Please repeat." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Get t ing Lost  in t he  Philippines
 

When you are lost or you don't know where to go, you can ask anyone that you pass by. 
However, the best people you should ask for directions from in the Philippines are the people 
working at the transport terminals since they're the experts when it comes to places. You can 
also ask drivers for directions if they're not busy. When you're also sure that the public 
transport vehicle you're riding on, for instance, the bus, is going to pass the place you want 
to go to, you can ask the driver or the bus conductor to drop you off there, and they will 
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surely will. Just don't forget to remind them in case there are too many people on the bus. 
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FILIPINO

1. Jane: Nakalimutan ko ang lapis ko!

2. Cindy: Meron akong isa pang lapis Jane.

3. Jane: Talaga? Cindy, pwede ko bang mahiram ang lapis mo?

4. Cindy: Sige. Pakibalik pagkatapos.

5. Jane: Sige. Maraming salamat!

6. Cindy: Wala yun. Jane, nakalimutan ko ang bolpen ko pahiram ng sa'yo, 
sandali lang.

7. Jane: Walang problema. Heto Cindy.

8. Cindy: Salamat!

9. Jane: Walang anuman.

ENGLISH

1. Jane: I forgot my pencil!

2. Cindy: I have another pencil, Jane.

3. Jane: Really? Cindy, can I borrow your pencil?

4. Cindy: Sure. Please return it afterwards.

5. Jane: Okay. Thank you very much!

CONT'D OVER
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6. Cindy: It's nothing. Jane, I forgot my ballpoint pen. Can I borrow yours for 
a while?

7. Jane: No problem. Here, Cindy.

8. Cindy: Thanks!

9. Jane: You're welcome.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

kalimutan to forget

pwede verb

hiramin to borrow verb

lapis pencil noun

balik to return verb

bolpen ball pen noun

pagkatapos finally; thereafter; after adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Huwag mong kalimut ang kumain! 
"Don’t  f orget  to eat !"

Nalilimut an ng lalaki ang kanyang 
sint uron. 
T he man forgets his belt .

Pwede maki kopya?  
“Can I copy something?”

Pwede humiram ng t elepono?  
“Can I borrow a telephone?”

Hiramin mo ang sapat os niya. 
"Borrow his shoes. "

Ilan ang dinala mong lapis?  
"How many pencils did you bring?"
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Ibalik mo it o sa kanya. 
"Return this to her."

Kailan ka babalik?  
"When will you return?"

Nasaan ang bolpen ko?  
"Where’s my ball pen?"

Saan ka pupunt a pagkat apos?  
"Where will you go af ter?"

Anong gagawin pagkat apos nit o?  
"What  do we do af ter this?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Kalimutan 
 Kalimutan is a verb which means "to forget." The present form of kalimutan is kinakalimutan, 
while the past tense is nakalimutan, and the future tense is kakalimutan. 

For example: 

1. Kinakalimutan niya ang nangyari. 
 "He's forgetting what happened."

2. Nakalimutan niya ang nangyari. 
 "He forgot what happened."

3. Kakalimutan niya ang nangyari. 
 "He will forget what happened."

Ibalik 
 Ibalik is a verb which means "to return" something. The present tense is ibinabalik, or 
"returning," while the past tense form is ibinalik, or "returned," and the future tense form is 
ibabalik. 

For example: 

1. Ibinabalik niya ang pitaka. 
"He's returning the wallet."

2. Ibinalik niya ang pitaka. 
"He returned the wallet."
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3. Ibabalik niya ang pitaka. 
 "He will return the wallet."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is How t o Borrow Others' Things. 
Pwede ko bang mahiram ang lapis mo? 
 "Can I borrow your  pencil?" 
 

  

We use the pattern pwede ko bang mahiram ang + object? to ask if we can borrow something 
in Filipino. We use this pattern if we want to be specific of the object that we are borrowing. 
On the other hand, if the speaker and the person he's talking to is fully aware of what object 
the speaker is borrowing, they can choose to use the second pattern, pahiram ng sayo, or, 
"Can I borrow yours?" However, the second pattern, pahiram ng sayo, is not limited. It can 
also be used in the same manner as the first pattern. We just modify it to pahiram ng + object, 
and it will function the same as the first pattern. The only difference is the degree of formality 
between the two. The first pattern, pwede ko bang mahiram ang + object?, is more formal than 
pahiram ng + object. The reason is because the pattern pahiram ng + object? has a 
commanding tone, while the first pattern has a requesting tone. 

Phrase English t ranslat ion Degree

Pahiram ng + object "Can I borrow" + object Informal

Pahiram po ng + object "Can I borrow" + object Formal

Pwede ko bang mahiram 
ang + object

"May I borrow" + object Formal

Pwede ko po bang mahiram 
ang + object

"May I borrow" + object More formal

Maari ko po bang mahiram 
ang + object

"May I borrow" + object Most formal

 Hiramin mo ang + object 

If we want to tell someone to borrow something, we use the phrase hiramin mo ang + object 
or, in English, it's "borrow the" + object. To make it formal, we just add po to make it hiramin 
mo po ang + object. 
  For example: 
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1. Pwede ko po bang mahiram ang libro mo? 
"Can I borrow your book?"

2. Ate, pahiram po ng suklay. 
"Older sister, can I borrow the comb?"

3. Pahiram ako ng dyaryo? 
"Can I borrow the newspaper?

4. Pwede ko bang mahiram ang pambura mo? 
 "Can I borrow your eraser?"

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Pwede ko bang mahiram ang lapis mo? 
 "Can I borrow your pencil?"

2. Pahiram ng sayo? 
"Can I borrow yours?"

 Language  Expansion
 

Pahiram ako pagkatapos mo, is the phrase we use to express, "Can I borrow (something) after 
you use it?" It means that the object being borrowed is currently not available, but after it's 
been used, the one who used it should give it to the person who asked to borrow it after. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Pencils in t he  Philippines
 

There is a big difference between the writing implements that Filipino students use at school, 
depending on their educational level in the Philippines. For instance, pencils are only used by 
students from the kindergarten level to the second or third grade in the elementary level. 
Upper levels, such as high school students and university students, seldom use pencils. In 
fact, almost eighty percent of them do not have pencils with them at all. Of course there is an 
exception when the teacher requires them to have pencils for certain activities or drawing 
purposes. The restriction in writing materials is also due to precautions set by teachers, 
especially during exams, since writing in pencil can be easily erased. The most popular type 
of pencil in the Philippines is Mongol pencil number two. 
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FILIPINO

1. Jane: Ren, sino ang mas gusto mo? Si Nora o si Vilma?

2. Ren: Si Nora ang mas gusto ko.

3. Jane: Bakit si Nora?

4. Ren: Kasi, mas matalino si Nora kaysa kay Vilma.

5. Jane: Sige. May isa pa akong tanong.

6. Ren: Ano?

7. Jane: Anong mas gusto mo, kape o gatas?

8. Ren: Kape.

9. Jane: Bakit kape?

10. Ren: Kasi, mas mura ang kape kaysa gatas.

ENGLISH

1. Jane: Ren, who do you like more? Nora or Vilma?

2. Ren: I like Nora more.

3. Jane: Why Nora?

4. Ren: Because Nora is more intelligent than Vilma.

5. Jane: Okay. I have one more question.

CONT'D OVER
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6. Ren: What?

7. Jane: What do you like more, coffee or milk?

8. Ren: Coffee.

9. Jane: Why coffee?

10. Ren: Because coffee is cheaper than milk.

VOCABULARY

Filipino English Class

sino who pronoun

gusto to like, to want verb

mas more adverb

bakit why adverb

matalino intelligent; smart adjective

kape coffee noun

gatas milk noun

mura  cheap, inexpensive adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Sino ka?  
"Who are you?"

Gust o kong manood ng pelikula. 
"I want  to watch a movie."

Gust o kong ipadala it o bukas. 
"I would like to send this 
tomorrow."

Mas mat angkad ako. 
"I’m taller."
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Mas maganda ako. 
"I am more beaut if ul."

Bakit  siya umalis?  
"Why did she leave?"

Bakit  siya nandit o?  
"Why is she here?"

Bakit  po ninyo ako pinat awag?  
"Why did you call me here?"

Mat alino si Bert . 
"Bert  is intelligent ."

Hindi mainit  ang kape ko. 
"My cof fee is not  hot ."

Ako ay umiinom ng isang basong gat as 
bago mat ulog. 
"I drink a glass of  milk before I go 
to bed."

Mura ang bilihin sa palengke. 
"Goods are cheap at  the market ."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Sino 
 Sino is a pronoun that means "who." It can refer to males or females. Sino can also be used 
to refer to singular or plural subjects and in both formal and informal conversations. 

For example: 

1. Sino ka? 
 "Who are you?" (Singular)

2. Sino sila? 
 "Who are they?" (Plural)

 

Mas 
 Mas is translated into English as "more." Mas is usually used to compare people, places, or 
things. It can be used both in formal and informal conversations. Mas is usually followed by 
a verb or an adjective. 

For example: 

1. Mas magaling 
 "better"
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2. Mas makita 
 "see more"

Matalino 
 Matalino is an adjective used to describe people who are intelligent or smart. It can be used 
to describe singular or plural subjects, as well as both male and female. It can also be used 
in both formal and informal situations. 

For example: 

1. Matalino ka ba? 
"Are you smart?"

2. Matalino ako. 
 "I am intelligent."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of t his Lesson is How t o Compare  People, Places, and Things. 
Mas maganda si Nora kaysa kay Vilma. 
"Nora is more  beaut iful t han Vilma." 
Mas mura ang kape kaysa gatas. 
"Coffee  is cheaper  t han milk."
 

In comparing people, places, and things in Filipino, we use the word mas, which means 
"more." To compare two things or places, say, A and B, we use the pattern mas + adjective + 
ang + A + kaysa + B or in English, "A is more" + adjective + "than + B." The word kaysa is the 
comparing word "than." For example, we can say that A is larger than B by saying, Mas 
malaki ang A kaysa B, where malaki is the adjective for "large / big." 

On the other hand, comparing people requires an additional word, kay, after the comparing 
word kaysa or "than." We also need to change the article ang to si to indicate that the 
subject is people. Thus, the pattern we should use when comparing two people is Mas + 
adjective + si + A + kaysa + kay + B. For example, if we want to say Philip is more intelligent 
than Paolo, we make use of the phrase to say, Mas matalino si Philip kaysa kay Paolo, where 
matalino is the adjective for "intelligent / smart." 

For example: 

1. Mas makisig si Gabriel kaysa kay Sam. 
"Gabriel is more handsome than Sam."
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2. Mas malaki ang Amerika kaysa Japan. 
"America is bigger than Japan."

3. Mas mayaman si Tony kaysa kay Rick. 
"Tony is richer than Rick."

4. Mas malamig ang Korea kaysa Japan. 
"Korea is colder than Japan."

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. Mas maganda si Nora kaysa kay Vilma. 
 "Nora is more beautiful than Vilma."

2. Mas mura ang kape kaysa gatas. 
"Coffee is cheaper than milk."

Language  Expansion 
 

  
 We can also add mas ("more") before verbs to indicate a greater degree. For example, we 
can say mas gusto, which means "to like more," in the statement, mas gusto kong matulog 
kaysa lumabas ng bahay, or "I like to sleep more than to go out of the house," where matulog 
is the verb for "to sleep," and lumabas ng bahay is "to go out of the house." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Nora Aunor  and Vilma Santos 
 

Nora Aunor and Vilma Santos were the most popular actresses of their time in the 
Philippines. Their time, the 1970s to 1980s, is considered as the golden age of Philippine 
cinema and the entertainment industry. Fans were very aggressive during that time, and 
Nora and Vilma were often compared by their fans in a manner similar to, "My horse is bigger 
than yours." Filipinos are very fond of comparing people, places, and things. It is often the 
topic of jokes. Filipinos also love to show off themselves, their things, or other people in a 
funny way which entertains many people. In addition, showdowns are very popular among 
the people. 


